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Murray High Takes Third

Calloway Speech Team
Dined stale Chgrapirm
For the second consecutive year,
Murray High School placed third in
the Calloway tounty High School the tournament fielding more than 80
e,tataiR
Kentucky High School Speech League
But for Calloway, this year's vicTournament with the state cham- tory was sweetenieven more as:
pionship.
Coach Larry England was named

speech league "Coach of the Year."
." The Lakers became the first team
ever_tr.
title and the debate competition.
Three menlbers of the Calloway
team qualified for the national tournament.
Escorted into town by friends and
families and back to the high school
for a victory celebration, the Lakers
have won six various state titles since
1977.
In addition to the indivichaial events
and debate awards,- Calloway also
was presented the Judge Edward G.
Hill Memorial Award traveling
trophy for "continued success in
speech and debate."
Calloway totalled 198 points for the
tournament, held at the University of
Kentucky. Harrison County followed
Murray- High
in second with
scored 158.
For the Lakers, the debate team of
Terry Bourland and Phil Orr won the
state competition and qualified for the
national tournament, June 14-19 in
Salt Lake City. Scott County placed
second and Bullitt Central was third.
Jenise Boyd also qualified for the
THIRD PLACE — The Murray High School speech team took third
nationals by placing first in girls' explace honors in the state speech tournament over the weekend. Members
temporaneous speaking.
of the team include(from left, first row)Mike Chlldress, Whitney Taylor,
Other individual places were Mike
Karen Hainsworth, Lisa Mikulcik, Kellie Overbey, Sandra Whaley, Bill
Jackson, first, analysis of public adBossing, (second row) Matt Harrington, David Boyd, Kimberley Oles,
dress; and Cindy Bazzell, first,
Alison Sears, Lisa Russell, Carol Spann, Natalie Simpson, (third row)
poetry; Kim Weatherford, third
Gus Moore, Tarry Cavitt, Amanda Hammack, Kate Shepard, Erin
analysis of of public address; Vincent
O'Brien,Charles Cella and Lewis Bossing.
Alton, third, boys' extemporaneous
speaking; Phil Orr, third,
storytelling, and top debate speaker;
and John Mark Roberts, Bill Murray
and Allen McClard, three of the top
five speakers in the student congress.
Lakers also qualifing for the finals
were Earl Brown, Sandy Jeffrey,
Calloway County High Speech and made by the.,Calloway team mem- Keith Ford, Kenneth Futrell, Marcia
Debate coach Larry England was the bers. Throughout the state, there
See SPEECH,
Page II,Column 7
recepient of the Kentucky High School were seventeen other coaches
Speech League 1981 Coach of the Year nominated for this honor. All
Award presented during the awards nominations were studied by a selecceremony,Saturday, April 25th at the tion committee from the Kentucky
Senior High State Speech and Debate Association of Communication Arts.
Dr. Stacy Myers, Morehead State
Tournament in Lexington.
• England's honor was announced University, presented the award for
A suit has been filed in Calloway
before the Calloway Team was given the KACA. He stated "it was a
state championship honors for the unanimous choice of the selection County Circuit Court alleging that a
second consecutive year. For committee to select Larry England candidate for Calloway County sheriff
has not been a resident of Calloway
England, this was the sixth state title for this honor."
that his teams have won since 1977.
England has taught and coached at County for one year preceding his
filing for the office.
The nomination for this award was Calloway County High since 1970.
Ralph W. Morris filed the complaint
last week against Maurice Wilson,
former Calloway County sheriff and
candidate for the office in the May 26
Primary Election. The complaint
alleges that Wilson has been a
resident of Marshall County for the
year preceding the date of his filing
for nomination for sheriff.
In the affidavit attached to the suit,
Morris says he bases the opinion "on.
. . that I have been told by numerous
people that Maurice Wilson owns a
home in Marshall County, Ky., and
has lived there for about the past 14
months, has paid his utility bills in
Marshall County, and has a Marshall
County address."
COACH OF THE YEAR — Larry England,coach of the Calloway CounFurther, the plantiff states, "I
ty High School speech team,was named state speech coach of the year at
believe that he moved to Marshall
the Kentucky High School Speech League Tournament last weekend in
See WILSON,
Lexington.
Page 11,Column 6

England Named Speech
League Coach Of Year

STATE CHAMPS — Friends and families greeted the Calloway County High School speech team at the school Sunday for a victory celebration after the team won its second consecutive state championship. The Lakers won the individual events and the debate competition. Coach Larry England, congratulated by principal Jerry Ainley, also
was named the speech league "Coach of the Year."

Head Receives Distinguished
Professor Of The Year Award
Robert William Head, professor and
chairman of the department of art at
Murray State University, has been
honored as the 18th recipient of the
Distinguished Professor of the Year
award by the Alumni Association.
Head was presented to the
gathering at the annual alunuU
banquet Saturday evening by George
N. Britt, Jr., assistant professor of
mathematics and last year's
recipient.
*
Head wAs awarded a check for $500
when his §election was announced.

A member of the faculty since 1963,
Head was named chairman of the
department of art in 1974, and he obtained the rank of professor in 1975.
A native of Springfield, Ill., Head
works to promote the arts and
cultural activities in the Murray State
region, frequently giving lectures and
directing workshops for civic, art and
school groups.
Head's areas of instruction include
drawing, painting, design, art am
preciation and courses in non-western
art history including African, Asian

Candidate's
Qualifications
Challenged In Suit

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR — Robert William Head, professor and
chairman of the department of art at Murray State University, works
on a drawing in his home studio. Head, a member of the faculty since
1963, was honored Saturday by the Alumni Association by being
named a Distinguished Professor. Head was the 18th recipient of the
award.

and Latin American.
An accomplished artist, Head has
had works shown in approximately 50
exhibits from 1964 to the present.
Recent one-man shows include
exhibitions at the J.B.Speed Museum
Louisville; the Clara M. Eagle
GalleryT Murray State; the Bethel
College Art Gallery, McKenzie,
Tenn_ . and. the - Sangamon State.
University,Springfield; University of
Alaska, Alaskan Council for the Arts,
and served as an art consultant to the
department of art, Ft. Lewis College,
Durango,Col.
Previous awards related td
teaching which Head has received include the Award for Excellence in
Teaching and the Alpha Chi Honor
Lecturer Award. He also has been included among Who's Who in
American Art and was recipient of the
Outstanding Young Men in America
Award.
In addition to his work in the arts,
Head is a trained cross country runner and has won itrd with Mull ayState athletic teams as a trainer. He
holds athletic trainer certification
from the National Athletic Trainers
Association.
Head is active in environmental
concerns. He has been a bird surveyor
for the United States Department of
the Interior since 1969 and each year
participates in the National Audubon
Society Christmas bird census.
Head is married to Anita Head,
assistant professor of physical
education and assistant director of
athletics in charge of women's
programs.
After receiving the bachelor of arts
degree in art education at Mac
Murray_ _College, Jarksonville,
Head obtained the master of fine arts
degree in 1965 at Kent State University.

Alumni Challenged To Make'Quality School'
Max B. Hurt,Calloway County civic
and business leader, Saturday night
challenged alumni and supporters of
Murray State University to make the
institution "the quality school of Kentucky."'

Speaking before more than 400
alumni and friends of Murray State at
the annual Alumni Day banquet Hurt,
a member of the 1927 graduating
class, told the gathering that only
modest increases in enrollment can
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fair and mild
Fair and mild tonight. Lows in
the upper 50s to around 60. Sunny
and warm again Tuesday. Highs in
the mid and upper 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Wednesday through Friday: A
chance of thunderstorms Wednesday and Thursday with
clearing by Friday. Warm Wednesday with lows in the mid 50s to
mid 60s and highs in the 80s. A
cooling trend Thursday into
Friday. Lows by Friday in the 40s
with highs generally in the 60s.
Lake Levels
Lake Bartley
358.86
Kentucky Lake
358.82

be expected in future years.
"If a big university is not in the cards, we are forthrightly challenged to
make Murray State the quality school
of Kentucky," he said in emphasizing
that the institutions graduates compose the greatest potential strength
available for service to the university.
Hurt's address capped the day-long
reunion program, which included
naming Bob Head, chairman of the
Department of Art, as the 18th
recipient of the association's annual
Distinguished Professor Award.
Head's selection was announced by
George N. (Nick) Britt, Jr., a
professor of mathematics and the 1980
recipient.
Five of Murray State's most accomplished graduates Wso were
honored as Outstanding Alumni
during the evening. Murray's
president, Dr. Constantine W. Curds,
presented the awards to:
Dr. Gene Ray of San Diego, Calif.,
Class of 1960; Dr. Letricia Gayle
Rayburn, Memphis, Term., Class of
1961; Tom Kleiman, Santa Crus,
Calif., Class of 1965; Edward 0.
Norris, Kingsport, Tenn., Class of

Max B.Hurt
1950; and Dr. Ray Mofield, Benton,
Class of 1943.
The five bring to 35 the number°of
Murray graduates so honored by the
association in the 59-year history of
the institution.
Hurt, 1980 recipient of an honorary
degree from the institution, told the
gathering that funding of additional
scholarships is one means of at-

tracting quality students.
"We are perhaps approaching the
time when universities will raid one
another for students, much as we do
now for desirable athletes. Alumni
and administration face the necessity
of additional scholarships tor prospec. _
tive students,''said Hurt.
More than $61,500 in scholarship aid
has been awarded to students for the
upcoming school year. Named
scholarships are often established in
memory or honor of individuals.
Hurt noted that full-time enrollment
at the university has dropped from a
peak of 6,520 students in 1968 to less
than 6,000 in 1981. (Total enrollment
including part-time students is approximately 8,0(X).)
"Therefore, when we ponder these
realities," Hurt continued,"We find it
expedient to continue support for the
university."
The banquet and the evening's activities were the last to be coordinated
by Mancil J. Vinson, who is stepping
down June 30 as director of alumni affairs at Murray State. As yet, his successor has not been named.
Tributes were paid to Vinson and

4

his 12 years as the executive
secretary of the association by Dr. L.
J. Hortin, retired- professor of journalism, and James E.(Buck) Hurley
of Benton and president-elect of the
5,500-member organization.
Hortin announced the association's
plans for the establishment- of a per- petual scholarship program in Vinson's name with an initial gift of.
$10,000, which will be invested and one
or more annual scholarships awarded
from the interest generated.
Although guidelines- for the
program are yet to be developed, an
invitation, Hortin said, would be extended to all Murray State alumni as
well as Vin.son's friends and supporters to participate in the program.
In his tribute, Hurley noted Vinson's
work with the association's scholarship program, emphasizing particularly the Century Club, which has
grown from one or two scholarships
arid $1,000 in contributions in 1968 to 40
and $24;500 in 1979-80. Forty-one of the.
$500 freshman-year awards are being
made to area high school seniors this
See ALUMNI,
Page 11,Column 7
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James Whitfield Is
Awarded Graduate
Council Fellowship

Needs a new routine

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB -- lam a
35-sear-old male I ve been
plagued with weakness. dizziness feeling tired and sleepy
I se been this way for about
three years now and it has
almost destroyed my career
and my family life I stay so
tired I can hardly concentrate
or walk at times People just
don t understand that I never
feel like doing anything When
1 he down I cannot sleep. _
I started with my family
doctor then saw three other
specialists They all tell me it
is low sugar and put me on
high protein, high fat, low
sugar balanced diets, none of
which seem to help I do not
know how much longer I can
continue Can you please offer
an help at all^
DEAR READER -- Your
•tur suggests« that' vou have
been very well studied with
good agreement on what the
main problem i But eildentyne you follow 'shot
VOU have reactiVe- hypogly-cemia judging from your diet
prescription). you might try a
different approach. Avoid the
concentrated sweets and
starches found in bread or
potatoes, but increase your
carbohydrates by eating raw
apples. raw pears, raw
peaches and raw nectarines.
Why' If you get enough fiber
with the raw fruit it will be
digested and absorbed slowly.
never. significantly raising
sour blood glucose and there- asoidang a rebound low
blood sugar phase
Also, spread the food out.
Use raw apples between
meals as a snack
There are lots of things you
can do to minimize the effects
—Fir''fiyookiyeemrs;-including
frequent eating These are discussed in The Health Letter

Parent Adrisory
Council To Meet

lumber 3-9. Low Blood Sugar
Hypoglycemia, which I am
sending you Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.0 Box 1551. Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
Start a regular exercise
program. Walk a small
amount two or three times a
day and increase it. As you
improve your fitness level you
may feel better Your inactivity may be part of your
fatigue problem. Don't overdo
it, that can lower your glucose
DEAR DR. LAMB — I have
read that taking Premarin
prevents loss of calcium in
post-menopausal women.
After removal of the uterus.
cett.:.., ovaries and tubes is
not the risk from this We;
mone greatly reduced? Won t
its benefits in preventing cal-

cium loss outweigh these
slight risks?
DEAR READER — There
are many good studies that do
show that when needed, estrogen hormones help to prevent
loss of bone calcium. Of
course, if a woman has
enough estrogen from her
adrenal gland after such surgery she won't need it.
It is certain that you can't
get cancer of the uterus if you
don't have one, so those risks
are nonexistent in the situation you describe — unless the
uterus was removed because
of suspected or actual cancer.
The remaining quitstion is
about the breasts. If there are
no lumps and no lumps develop that should not be a problem. In that situation, I would
be inclined to agree that proper amounts of estrogen, if a
woman is really low on estrogen, May be mere beneficial
than harmful.

sik

Lake
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Miss Melia Kay Lancaster Is
Wed To Mr. Redden At Library

Graduate student James
M.(Matt)Whitfield has been
Miss Melia Kay Lanawarded a Graduate Council caster, daughter of Mr. and
Fellowship by the University Mrs. Joe B. Lancaster, Murof Alabama. The award is in ray became the bride of Billy
the amount of 95,000 plus a Randall Redden, son of Mr.
scholarship allowance and'Mrs. Bill Redden, Murcovering tuition for the 1981- ray, on Saturday, March 21,
82academic year.
at6 p.m.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. The Rev. A. H. McLeod ofJon A. Whitfield of Bran- ficiated at the double ring
denburg, Ky., Whitfield is a ceremony held at the
1975 graduate of Meade Library Arts Annex. A proCounty High School and has gram of nuptial music was
received the Bachelor of presented by Gary McClure
Music Education degree pianist, and Randy McClure
from Murray State Univer- of Murray.
sity. He is presently comThe wedding vows were
pleting work on the Master exchanged before a mirof Music degree with an em- rored fireplace. The mantle
phasis in Music Theory, and was adorned with greenery
plans to graduate from the which also was entwined
Universityin May,1982.
along the sides and top of the
At ' •€t-ailtlivalosenacie,
46..!t..
—
nue were uettecf nurricane lamps and a small
fern was centered on the
mantle. To complete the setting was a basket of fern on
either side of the fireplace.
Miss Jane Anne Barrow,
Lois Keller.
cousin of the bride attended
10:10 a.m. — No. 1 tee — the register table, covered
Leisa Faughn, Barb by a red linen cloth topped
Malinau,skas, Molly Booth, by a white lace °loth. The
and Barbara Stacey.
table was centered with a
10:20 a.m. — No. 1 tee — lighted hurricane lamp
Lorraine Maggard, T. L adorned with greenery. Miss
Eckerdt, Judy Krouse, and Barrow was presented a
Margarita Marsden..
white carnation corsage.
Anyone listed who is
Bride's Dress
unable to play, should conThe
bride. dentaded , a
Mi. Vthanova. Also
staircase to meet her father
anyone not listed who who then escorted her to the
desires to play is encouraged altar.
to come to the club at 9:30 Given in marriage by her
a.m. Wednesday or call Mrs. parents, the bride wore a
Villanova at7534718.
floor length gown of white
dotted swiss. A mandarin
collar edged in lace featured
a sheer yoke of dotted swiss
and a deep flounce ruffle
enhanced a fitted bodice.
elf
Full gathered sleeves were
fitted at the wrist with a
dainty ruffle. The full skirt
STILL COVE JOURNAL, graced the floor with a deep
by Gladys Taber. Harper & flounce edged in lace and
Row.
featured a self-tie bow at the
Here is the book that back waist. Her ensemble
Gladys Taber was working was completed with a
on the months before her wreath of silk daisies and
death in 1980. Again,she tells baby's breath. She carried a
of her Cape Cod friends, nosegay of white silk daisies,
seasonal changes of the Cape baby blue rosebuds and
and -of her responses to baby's breath. Long white
nature.
streamers completed the
FANTASTIC PEOPLE,by bouquet.
Mrs. Paula Marvin of MurAllan Scott,Galahad.
The authors trace the ray served as matron of
origins of the goblins, honor. She wore a floor
gnomes, elves, trolls, length dress of blue and
dragons,and other creatures white checked gingham. The
in the imaginary world of dress similar to that of the
folklore. The work includes bride's, featured a scooped
hundred neckline edged in white
one
over
eyelet lace, a. fitted bodice,
illustrations in color.

ilmf4.11k4
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GolfPlay Is Wednesday
The Ladies Day Golf of the
Murray Country Club will be
held Wednesday, April 29,
with Diane Villanova as
•
hostess.
The lineup is as follows:
9:30 an. — No. 1 tee —
Evelyn Jones, Dorthy Fike,
Mary Bogard, and Betty Jo
Purdom; No. 4 tee — Diane
Villanova, Veneta Sexton,
Inns Orr, and Fairs Alexan-'
der.
9:40 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Toni Hopson, Cathryn
Garrott, Nancy Fandrich,
and Anna Mary Adams; No.

4 tee — Madelyn Lamb,Sandy Coleman, Margaret Shuffett,and Sue Costello.
9:50 a.m. — No. 1 tee —
Chris Graham, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Rowena Cullom,
and Euldene Robinson; No.4
tee — Exie Hill, Louise
Lamb, Mary Watson, and Jo
Benson.
Iøa.m-:— No. 1tee — Alice
Purdom, Rebecca Irvan,
Sadie West, and Edith
Garrison; No. 4 tee — Peggy
Shoemaker, Raney Apperson, Billie Cohoon, and

LIBRARY NOTES

Title of the Parent Advisory Council will meet
Wednesday, April 29, at 3
p.m. at the Murray High
Frio Mord litsfehro
School.
Teachers of the Title I
group will present their New books at the Calloway
THE BOOK OF PREDICprogram for the year. Imput Public Library include the TIONS, by Irving Wallace.
will be for all interested following:
Morrow.
parents. Also plans for the TIME CHANGE, by Hope
spring election of officers Cooke.Simon & Schuster.
A wide variety of
will be held.
Hope tells the story of her specialists in numerous
engagement and wedding to fields have offered their
the Crown Prince of Sikkim, forecasts of the future. A
hods lbw.
her adjustments to life as sampling — By 1985 there
7.10, 9.00
her husband became ruler, will be a four-day work
and then her ultimate return week, television sets will
have 300 channels, gasohol
to live in the United States.
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT, will replace gasoline,etc.
by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.'
ANSWER AS A MAN, by
Simon & Schuster.
Canard C0 • 753-3314
Taylor
Caldwell.Putnam.
Dr-. Dyer, author of Your
of the temThe
chronical
a
writes
Erroneous Zones,
how-to book on goal setting pestuous rise of Jason
and achieving the capacity Garrity from impoverished
Irish-Catholic roots to the
for personatgreatness.
DOCTORS' WIVES, by zenith of Yankee prestige
Cynthia Smith. Seaview and power.
Books.
Filled with scores of inRoo Thaw.
timate case histories and
based on extensive research
7.00,930
the author has accumulated
of
publisher
as
0
"Medical/Mrs." magazine,
the book explores many In their rural home in
EXCA LIBUR
stages of the medical Henry County, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Robert T. Bryan
marriage. .
were hosts on Saturday,
11/14111 nIVIr.
April 18, to members of
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
7 15.9 (10
Sisterhood.
NOLO TIMM
Following the luncheon at
MRINIRA 11A01
which Mrs. John W. Twomey
1 1110%. WALT DISNEY
,
POODUCT.ONS

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Randall Redden
and gathered sleeves fitted mother-in-law with a kiss.
Reception
at the wrist. The full skirt
Following the ceremony a
edged by white eyelet lace
featured a self-tie belt at the reception was held at, the
waist. In her hair she wore a southside- branch of the
single blue daisy. She car- Peoples Bank.
The bridal table, covered
ried a small nosegay of blue
silç,daisies and baby's_ with a,j floor length Arhite
Seri- cloth; varaS cerirefed
breath':
Serving as best man was with an arrangement of
Randal Scott. The ring white silk carnations, blue
bearer was William Beale daisies, and baby's breath.
and serving as usher was Two crystal candle holders
Charles Beale, both cousins with 'lighted white candles
of the bride. All of the were also used. The two
groom's attendants wore tiered wedding cake was
white silk carnations. The decorated with blue flowers
groom wore a navy blue suit and was topped with a
and a. boutonniere of blue miniature bride and groom
statuette. The punch was
daisies.
Mrs. Lancaster, mother of served from a crystal apthe bride, wore a street pointment. Silver appointlength dress of blue knit with ments were used to serve
black accessories. Mrs. Red- nuts and mints.
Attending the table were
den, mother of the groom
wore a rose colored knit Mrs. Donnie Boyd, sister of
dress. Her accessories were the groom, Mrs. Lura
also of black. Both mothers Paschall and Mrs. Hubert
wore white carnation cor- Barrow, aunts of the bride,
sages. Mrs. Carl Lancaster, and Mrs. Anna niequarth
grandmother of the bride who also directed the wedwas also presented with a ding and the reception.
Those assisting with the
white carnation.
As the bride entered, she reception were given white
stopped to give her mother a carnation corsages. White
kiss and after the ceremony net rice bags tied with white
she presented her new ribbon, were distributed to

Speaks, Sisterhood Meet
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Ladies Tennis'
Beginning Group
To Meet Tuesday

tm17,14

3
Hon Thur.,
7 30 Nitely
Ai:47W(allairlita.

Chestnut S.•753.3314

Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Tuesday,
April 28, from 6 to 8 p.m. at
the club.
This is ladies' beginning
group and all interested
members are invited to attend,a spokesman said.

WEIGHT WATCHERS
The Most Successful
Weight Loss Programs
in the World, Is
Opening A Morning
Class In Murray, Ky.
Smudgy April 211, 19111
9:30 a.m. at
First Presbyterian Church
1601 Mein St.

OPEN HOUSE
April 28,9:30 A.M.
Other Classes Are NW Moseday'i at
6:30 p.m., Same location. First Week
$12.00, $5.00 weekly thereafter
"LEARN NOW TO EAT
NOT NOW TO DIET"

assisted the hostess, the program was presented by Mr.
Bryan who followed the current year's theme of Contributions of Women. He
spoke of the women who had
been singers with the Big
Bands, citing Ella Fitzgerald as the first and most

outstanding in this category.
Among others, he talked of
Peggy Lee, from North
Dakota who made her debut
as a band singer in Chicago,
Bonnie Blue,etc.
The speaker described
various types of music
played by the better known
big bands, and contrasted
the ability of Miss Fitzgerald
to adapt to the music of the
G. CORN,JR.
band with Peggy Lee, to
whom the band music must
hearts in his hand and he be adapted. Mr. Bryan inneed not worry about the dicates that the Big Band
"right" club play, nor need music is regaining populariNORTH
4-27-A
ty with the younger genera•K J 107
tion of today and spoke of the
•AQ76
•5
Sunday afternoon Big Band
•Q 1073
radio programs broadcast
WEST
EAST
by the University station.
•5 4 1
•6 2
•J 10 9 8
For the luncheon, the din•K 5 4 3
•J 9 7
•191 6 4 3 2
table was spread with
ing
•K J 5
44
lace cloth and centered by an
SOUTH
arrangement of azalea, nar•AQ98
ciccus,and iris. Small tables
•2
•AKQ
held the same flowers in bud
4A 986 2
vases on purple cloths.
Vulnerable: None Dealer:
Dr. Joan Maupin, presiNorth. The bidding:
dent, conducted the business
North East South West
14 ' Pass l•
meeting during which a
F'ass
24
Pass 44
Pass
was granted to Miss
dimit
44
Pass 646
All
Bernice Lutes of MadisonPass
ville where a new P. E. 0.
Opening lead: Heart jack
Chapter is to be organized in
September.
he be concerned with a bad
trump break. All he needs to
The next meeting of
do is count up to 12 winners
Chapter M will be on May 16
and then set a straight in the home of Mrs. Harry
course to cash them.
Sparks.
Other chapter members
Bid with Cora
South holds: 4-27-B
present at Saturday's
meeting were Mrs. N. T.
•6 2
•K 5 4 :1
Beal, Mrs. George S. Hart,
•1016 4 3 2
Miss Ann Herron, Mrs. A. C.
•4
LaFollette, Mrs. William
Major, Mrs. Henry McKenNorth South
Mrs. H. L. Oakley, Mrs.
zie,
Ai
1W
24
John C. Quertermous, Miss
Susan Ramp; Mrs. F. A.
ANSWER: Three hearts. Stubblefield, Mrs. Paul
This was a minimum single Sturm, Mrs. A. H. Titsworth
raise and no further encourand Mrs. Edward Nutuielee,
agement is warranted,
of Mayfield.

THE ACES®IRA
"Patience and time do
more than strength or
Jean de La
passion."
Fontaine.
Declarer must have
patience to land today's
excellent slam. If he considers only the play of his key
suit, he goes down. If he
counts his winners up to 12
tricks, he is on the way to
make his slam-75.
Dummy's heart ace wins
the first trick and trumps
are drawn in three rounds.
It's now time to play the
clubs and South must decide
which way is best.
With today's combination,
the best play loses, while the
inferior play wins. If declarer takes two finesses into
West (75%), West wins both
clubs and the slam goes
down one. If declarer makes
the inferior play of the ace
of clubs followed by a low
club, he makes the slam.
Which play did you choose?
If you chose either, you
were concentrating on the
wrong problem. The answer
is that declarer should
choose neither.
After winning dummy's
heart ace, declarer should
cash his three top diamonds,
discarding twO of dummy's
clubs. Next comes the ace

and another club and West
is in. Now the rest is easy.
Declarer can draw the
trumps and establish his
club suit but it's better to
play for a straight crossruff. Declarer ruffs three
clubi in dummy, three

•

the guests by Jason Bucy.
After a short wedding trip
the couple is now residing at
their home in Murray.
Showers
The bride was honored
with several showers prior to
her marriage.
A tea Was had at the
southside branch of Peoples
Bank. The hostesses were
Mrs. Lura Paschall, Mrs.
Anne Barrow, Miss Jane
Anne Barrow,and Mrs. Martha Sue Barnett.
A household shower was
held at the home of Mrs.
Rosemary Boyd. The
hostesses were Mrs. Boyd,
Mrs. Jean Tucker, and Mrs.
Shari McClure.
A bridal shower was held
at North Fork Baptist
Church with Mrs. Phyllis
Nesbitt, Mrs. Eva Clees, and
Mrs. Doris Williams as
hostesses. Guests included
former co-workers of the
bride.
A personal shower was
held at the home of Mrs.
Paula Marvin. Hostesses for
the event were Mrs. Marvin
and Mrs. Sherri Scott.
Guests included former
classmates and close friends
of the bride.

(
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WEEKDANI SPECIALS

MOtitlAY

chsto=d2P
inlESDAV

Steak 279
WEDUESDAV

Chicken_
Pried

_9139

Dinnersinclude:
All SouCan EatSALAD BAR,
Baked Potato or FrenchFries
&StockadeToast
AU menu items 1.2 price for children under 12
when accompanied by an adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel Mr Shopping
Center — Murray,Ky.
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Coming Community Events
41111147

Celebration Planned

Tuesday, April 28
Monday,April 27
Tuesday,April 28
Meeting of the Calloway
Dr, William G. Crook,
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Jackson, Tenn., pediatric County 4-H Horse and Pony Memorial Baptist Church
allergist, will speak at 7 p.m. Club for today has been can- will meet at 2 p.m.
at the Murray Middle School celled.
Wedisesday,
auditorium. This is free.and
Title I Parent Advisory
Second workshop in acting
open to the public.
Mr. and MrS. Dorris
Adult Great Books Discustechniques and exercises by Council will meet at 3 p.m. at Jackson of Route 1,Puryear,
School.
sion Group will meet at 7
Actori Theatre of Actors Theatre of Louisville the Murray High
Tenn., will celebrate their
p.m. at the Calloway Public
Louisville will sponsor a will be from 1 to 3 p.m. and 4
golden wedding anniversary
Library.
workshop in acting to 6 p.m. at the Community
Senior Citizens centers at on Sunday, May 3,from 2 to 5
techniques
and exercises at Theatre at the City-County
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Hazel and Douglas will be p.m. with a reception at the
the Community Theatre at Park. For information call
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
the City-County Park from 3 795-1752.
Center, North Seventh and
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 Fuqua,403 Royal Oak Drive,
to 5:30 p.m. and 6 to 8:30
Olive Streets.
a.m. and at Douglas at 12 Paris,Tenn.
••_.
Group B of Ladies Beginp.m. For information call
Hosting the event will be •
Front Porch Swing will
noon.
ning Tennis of the Murray
759-1752.
their children — Sue Fuqua,
practice at 7 p.m. at the
Country Club will meet from
First Christian Church.
Weekly Wednesday in Glenn Jackson, and Don
Experimental Aircraft"
6 to 8 p.m. at the club. All inWMU of &Ted River BapApril for Returning Students Jackson, all of Paris, Tenn.,
Association Chapter No. 734 terested
Community Chorus will tist Association will be
members are inheld will meet at 7 p.m. at the
United
will meet from 8 to and Bennie Jackson of
practice at 7:30 p.m. at the at 7 p.m. at the Poplar
Spr- Paris-Henry County Airport, vited.
. 9:30 a.m. in Room 101, Or- Murray.
Calloway Public Library.
ing Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives
informa'
Paris, Tenn. For
'liway Hall, Murray State
'
- •
are invite4.-to attend the
Fly By Night band will ap- University.
tion sli J.F.Try Bienly, 1-901• "',3;: "‘r•-• '•••
family
celebration."The_
pear
at
8
p.m.
at
the
Stable
4
642-3735.
requests, that guests not
Doors Coffee House, UniverCalloway
County
sity Center, Murray State. "Overeaters ,Anonytuous bring•gifts.
-ON
Democratic Executive Com- This is fro'
at 7.1k
forme
the
Jackson
i,s
Mrs.
Appbopsill m.idlOOttifirMli*
_
_
_
public.
basement
of
the BaptisC
-1--Ari•- a
,.
mee ng a 7 p.m. in _
Student Center', Waldrop and married May 2, 1931, at
nessee Room, University
Mayfield by J, B. HarExhibits by Donnie Gage, Chestnut Streets.
Center, Murray State
deman.
Paducah, graphic design, by
University.
John Thomas Lee, Murray,
Recital by Lonnie Klein,
Churchwide skating for metals show, and Mark
Henderson, will be
clarinet,
Memorial Baptist Church Rhodes, Valley Station,
at the Farrell
p.m.
at
8:15
By Abigail Van Buren
ceramics, will open at the
will be from 6 to8 p.m.
Fine
Arts CenHall,
Recital
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
UniverState
Murray
ter,
Center, Murray State
Tuesday,April 28
sity.
University,
and
continue
Ladies Full Gospel
Dr. Joan L. Maupin, assis- that the Division of Con- the handbook is June 1982.
Fellowship will meet at 10:30 through May 8.
Protection
tant professor of home sumer
Gateway
Maupin has been a
a.m.
at
Choral Festival,sponsored economics, Murray State distributed more than 30,000 member of the'Mtirray State
DEAR ABBY: A year and a half ago our son married a Steakhouse, Draffenville, Recital by Ray Smith,
girl whose well-to-do family lives out of town. My son and with Sara Hussimg of Mur- woodwind, will be at 8:15 by Kentucky Music University, has been pieces of educational faculty since 1978. She holds
association, selected to serve on the ad- material to Kentuckians in the doctorate of education
his bride (I'll call them Ann and Sam) wanted the Wedding ray as speaker.
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Educators
here, but insisted on keeping it simple and intimate, so we
Fine Arts Center, Murray David Wells, coordinator, visory committee for the 1980.
degree from the University
agreed. They were married by a justice of the peace in a Public hearing concerning State University.
will be at Fine Arts Center, development and distribuThe publication date for of Georgia.
shopping center near our home.
the, development of the
Murray State University.
tion of a consumers' handWe had a party for them at our home feillOwing the Educational Improvement
booklor Kenttickiaris.
Senior
Citizens
centers
ceremony, and we gave them a check for $1,000 as a Plan for Calloway County
Free pap smear clinic will
Maupin was one of twelve
will be open at Dexter at 9:30
wedding gift. Sam was ecstatic and thanked us, but Ann
Schools will be held at 7 p.m. a.m.; at Hazel and Douglas be held from 1 to 3 p.m. at persons selected from the
didn't say a word! We were in shock.
We would like to exDays passed and we didn't hear from Ann. We were so atCalloway County Middle from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; and the Calloway County Health state and the only person
tend
our best wishes to
hurt,‘r stopped payment on the check and told Sam that if Sen0431.
—
at Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3 Center. Call 753-3381 for an from West Kentucky to serve
Marla
Alexander, brideappointment.
his wife found it so difficult to say thank you, now she Murray TOPS (take off p.m.
on this committee.
elect
of ‘Davidc
wouldn't have to say it at all!
The purpose of the handpounds sensibly) Club will
Here it is, a year and a half later, and things have gone
Thomason. They have /
book is to provide informaa meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
from bad to worse. They have a new house, a new car,
selected decorating action on purchasing goods and
baby (planned) and they are drowning in debts. Our son
-Center'
cessories
from our comservices,
consumer
protecwants "his" $1,000.
Singles Class of Seventh
plete line of accessories
tion
laws
and
regulations,
Abby, we are not rich people. Sam and Ann are nowand Poplar Church of Christ
Marla and David will
methods of complaint handlsubjecting us to emotional blackmail,saying if we don't givewill meet at 7 p.m. at the
be married May 30.
Frances Drake
them "their" $1,000, we can't see our grandchild,
ing, and information to
church.
Any suggestions would be gratefully appreciated.
1981.
.
assist consumers in making
FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 28, 1981
NAMELESS, PLEASE Parents Anonymous will
purchasing decisions.
What kind of day will tomor- engineering are some of the
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforSome of the areas to be
DEAR NAMELESS: You were Wrong to have mation call 753-5995 or 435- row be? To find out what the fields in which you'll find
discussed
are airlines, apforecast
stars say, read the
stopped payment on the $1,000 after giving it to Sam 085.
fulfillment. Artistic pursuits
pliances,
automobiles,
bankgiven for your birth Sign.
and Ann 'as a wedding gift4 Sam thanked you, which
Acting,
you.
attract
also
should have been adequate.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
music, aesign and writing ing, charities, contracts,
Sam and Ann are understandably angry, but re- meet at 8 p.m. at the west ARIES
would bring you much suc- credit, health care, housing,
fusing to let you see your grandchild unless you fork end of the Livestock and Ex- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
cess. Daydreaming and mail orders, nursing homes,
A friend's advice may be laziness sometimes interfere funerals, service contracts,
over "their" $1,000 is indeed blackmail. However,if
lion Center.
helpful about a financial mat- with your accomplishments.
you hope to have any kind of relationship with your
tires, toys and warranties.
son and his wife, you can start by giving them the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority ter, but stay clear of financial You should avoid a tendency
Maupin stated that there is
$1,000.
f' of the Woodmen of the World transactions now. Be wary of to get into a rut. Action, ex- a need to combine general
deception.
citement and variety are good
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at TAURUS
1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-7791
for you, since they shake you information on several areas
Granny's Porch with Loretta (Apr.20 to May 20)
into one document. She noted
out of complacency.
as
ss.
If you'll revamp your
DEAR ABBY: I have a question concerning invitations Jobs hbste—
soon'comeup
Band Festival, sponsored methods; you'll
that specify, "No gifts, please."
with a winning solution. Talk
Does this mean the party-givers expect nothing except by Kentucky Music with higher-ups about inyour presence at their party? Or does it mean they prefer Educators Association, will surance matters.
Money instead of a gift?
continue today at Murray GEMINI
PUZZLED IN MONTREALState
(May 21 to June 20)
University.
Keeping your opinions to
DEAR PUZZLED:"No gifts, please," means,please Traditional Faculty and yourself now is tantamount to
Staff
Senior Breakfast will deception. Meet others half
do not bring a gift. Money is considered a gift, do
bring nothing but yourself and your good wishes, be at 8 a.m. at the ballroom way. Curb a tendency to
of the University Center, second-guess yourself.
Murray State.
CANCER
0
(June21 toJuly 22) 0
DEAR ABBY: A recent column leans heavily to surgery
wary whom you
Men's
Prayer
Breakfast
of
Be
trust.
as the solution for breast cancer.
First, United Methodist Be realistic about a job matPlease ask for letters from women who have been treated ,.,
ter. Children may do the unexwith alternatives to surgery. There is a growing group of `-'nuren will be at 7a-m.
pected. Prepare to change a
radiotherapists who are treating cancer of the breast with
date.
Mothers Morning Out will LE0
interstitial Iridium 192 implantation.
When a tumor is implanted with radioactive seeds, no be at 9 a.m. at the First (July 23 to Aug. 22)
mastectomy is needed and no reconstructive surgery. United Methodist Church.
Romantic matters could inStatistics are showing that radiation therapy is offering the
terfere with work concentrasame number of cancer-free years as mastectomy, with a Bazaar
workshop by Eirst tion. Crossed signals about a
great improvement over surgery in quality of life and the
meeting could lead to evening
United
Me
• t Church
emotional health of the patient.
Let the women who have been treated this way speak up! Women will be at 9:30 a.m. tensions.vP
MRS. as. at the church.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nPil
Financial matters take a
DEAR MRS. R.S.: Consider this an invitation for
turn for the better. Work per•
formance could be erratic, so
women who have had experience with the alterna-J
don't press too hard. Give intive you mention to speak up.
tuition a chance.
LIBRA
t (Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
Care needed in the handling
You're never too young or too old to learn how to
make people like you. Get Abby's new booklet of Jessie Wooden opened her of finances. Agreements need
practical advice. Send $1 and a stamped (35 cents), home on South 17th Street for careful scruitiny. Creative acself-addressed envelope to: Abby, Popularity, 132 the April 6th meeting of the tivity is favored, Utilize inspiration.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Lottie Moon Group of the
SCORPIO
First Baptist Church
(Oct. UtoNov.21)
Women.
Too much concern about
"Taking Family Missions finances can make you
Vacations" was the theme of overlook a subtle relationship
the program led by Odelle development. Be independent
Vance. Opal Holland told of without hurting others.
.
jVp
the work of her mission team SAGITTARIUS
in Eastern Kentucky. The (Nov.22 to Dec.21) ig
Daydreaming could impede
Rev. G. T. Moody told of his work concentration, though
team's work in Indiana, and artistic pursuits are favored.
showed slides of their work If you're the subject of gossip,
on church repairs for a don't over-react.
needy church and Bible CAPRICORN
(Dec.n to Jan. 19) V
Schools for children.
You're impressionable in
Ruth Caldwell, chairman, romance and may assume too
presided and led the opening much. Finances improve now,
prayer. Needs of the new but you're inclined to part
Baptist Student Union with money unwisely.
building were disclosed. AQUARIUS
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
LaVanche
Turner had the (Jan. M to Feb.18)
April 28-29-30
Friends may be evasive. A
prayer calendar with prayer
cause once thought lost now
for
missionaries
having
birHOUR
shows signs of life.
thdays on that date being led Temperamental behavior will
DRY
by Katie Outland.
not help yaw work status.
Refreshments were served PISCES
by Mrs. Wooden, assisted by (Feb.19 to Mar.20) XC
'
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
You're inclined to withdraw
Mrs. Vance. Ruth _Calhoun
Open lam, to 6 p.m.
Meese 733-9525
joined the group and Mrs. into yourself. Don't neglect
Hundley, mother of Thelma practical considerations. The
unexpected
intrude on
Warford, was a guest. Other your privacy.may
01111'
members present were
YOU BORN TODAY have
Laundered and pressed
Frances Brown, Mildred executive ability and are also
55
; 5/2
to perfection
Collie, opal HoWard, and dtpkanatk. law, politics, arfolded or on hangers
',flees good all week,
chitecture, teaching and
'Pauline McCoy.
Monday,
District 17 Unit I of the
Licensed Practical Nurses
Association will meet at 7
p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

.
11••••••••••••••

Monday,April
Film, —The Magic Flute,"
will be shown at 2and 7 p.m.
at the University Center
Theatre, Murray State. This
is free and open to the public.
Band Fest
-7Z, sponsored
by Kentucky Music
Educators Association, will
open at Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University,
with David Wells as coordinator.
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Family Restaurant.

Reception To Be
At Fuqua Home
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. hr. and lIrs. Dorris'Jackson

Dr. Joan L. llaupin—

Named To Kentucky Committee

Wedding Check
Holds Family Hostage

Ink.-al..-
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Your Individual
Horoscope

"Ir

4t40

AAM1300
SAK DEN

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"

* * *

eegt

Invites You To Open
A Charge Account
Your Choice Of

• * *

•Regular 30 Day Account

resste Wooden Is
Hostess, Louie
Moon Group Mee

•BUdget Account—Take
Up To 6 Mo. To Pay

"That's the way
you want
it.

MeV'

Fill Out An Application Today
At The
"Happy Yellow Store"

Pants,
Skirts,
Sweaters

one
cLeaneRs

Shirts

3/
369
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Mowers, Rakes Popidar

Layer Productivity Spurred by Research, Setter Management

(Part three of
possible for loose belts to
strokes a minute.
a three-part series)
up quickly. Regulate
burn
cutterbar
the
sure
Make
Conventional mowers or
speed according to
ground
and
end
outer
the
at
lead
disc mowers and rakes are a has
and field conditions.
crop
is
latch
breftway
the
that
very popular team in a lot of
Remember, a slower ground
haying operations across functioning properly. Adjust
may have to be used in
speed
or
short
for
tilt
cutterbar
North America. Preventive the
crops.
heavy
the
sure
Make
crops.
lodged
maintenance on your equipatment can help reduce costly power knife head bolt is used Allgyer also says not to
mower
the
prooperate
bolt
to
knife
tempt
the
torque
and
machine downtime, says
Sperry New Holland's Sam perly. In all cases, Allgyer without the plastic cover
...--Adjust the
adds, refer to your
Allgyer.
by tilting the
the
height
for
manual
cutting
operator's
Many nuisance problems
on conventional mowers can best maintenance pro- cutterbar with the top link.
eitnisso!lathe
,441.11•010,1ent7. A"'I
—410,98,1:ator
intrii•A
cut
blades
•
.
MOWERS''"''
DISC
449R...400koperly
Disc mowers are relativeservice tne-nibjettrefore the
Rakes don't require a lot of
season and for different ly new in many areas of
North America but are fast maintenance. But, Allgyer
crops while in season.
Allgyer, hay tools service gaining popularity in tough • points out, a few minutes of
engineer at the New Holland, mowing conditions. Disc making adjustments is all it
Pennsylvania plant, stresses mowers are very popular in takes to prevent a lot of
that it is important to the South where hills are in- downtime or hay spoilage at
a critical time.
replace all worn guards and fested with fire ant hills.
Before operating your
The Sperry New Holland
broken knife sections. In
in the field, replace any
rake
suggests
engineer
service
many cases, the complete
knife assembly should be for best operation of your bent or broken tines and
disc mower, make sure the straighten bent stripper bars
replaced.
Take time and evenly ad- cutting blades are in good to make sure the tines clear
just the guards the full conditiern. Blades are rever- the bars. This can be done by
length of the cutterbar. single but they must be turning the rakes with your
These serve as supports for replaced when badly worn or• hands, Allgyer says. He adds
the knife back when broken. Uneven blades it is important to keep an eye
on the lubricant level in the
material pushes against the cause vibration, he adds.
Never operate the mower gearbox — refilling as reknife. AlSo, adjust the holddown clips to hold the knife unless the end crop divider quired.
It helps to lubricate the
against Theledger surface of caps are in place. After you
bar bearings on rakes
tine
lower the cutterbar, wait
the guards.
grease fittings. A
have
that
before
minutes
few
a
just
the
lubricate
Always
on each fitpumps
of
mower and oir all pivot, operating and allow the oil to couple
Never
enough.
just
is
ting
cutterbar
the
in
out
points, and be sure to spread
replace the drive belt if it is gear case. Drain oil in the grease until the old grease is
cutterbar to flush out any forced out of the seal areas,
worn Or cracked.
Before attempting to use buildup of dirt and foreign and don't operate your rake
the mower in the field, materials. Allgyer em- so low to the ground that the
Allgyer says attach it pro- phasizes this is especially teeth dig into the ground.
Allgyer says the teeth
perly to your tractor. The important with a new mower
" or
2
1
be at least /
should
mounted mower must be ad- after the first ten hours of
he
and
ground,
above
more
use.
justed for the different tracAlways check the pressure stresses again, it is importors you may use.
To position the mower for relief valve for the cutterbar tant to always have your
correct frame height, run to relieve any excess operator's manual close by
your tractor at 540 R.P.M. pressure. Tension drive belts for quick reference to helpful
for a sickle speed of 800-825 properly, because it's very maintenance tips.

Secretary Block Speaks Out
Secretary of Agriculture
John R. Block recently
answered some questions for
FARMLINE readers on his
overall priorities and
general philosophy.
FARMLINE: What are the
major problems that you see
facing the American farmer
today?
Block: The biggest problem is inflation. It is breaking the backs of many
farmers who are not able to
cope with soaring costs of inputs and high interest rates:
Excessive regulation, which
stifles productivity, is having a similar effect.
FARMLINE:What role do
you see USDA playing' in
solving these problems?
Block: USDA, like other
government agencies, is
making every attempt to cut
budgets and reduce spending
in an attempt to slow government borrowing and inflation. In addition, a task force
has already been appointed
to review new and existing
regulations to remove or
modify those which are more
burdensome than. productive.
FARMLINE: Do you see a
conflict in USDA's responsibilities to serve the interests of both farmers and

consumers?
Block: No. The consumers
of this nation are best served
by a healthy, _prosperous
agriculture. Without a
healthy agriculture, food
supplies and prices would
ultimately soar out of reach
of many consumers. This
would place the U.S. consumer in the same situation
faced by consumers in many
other nations where farmers
cannot provide enough food.
FARMLINE. Preserving
family farms is an economic
and political concern. How
do you view their survivability?
Block: Chances for longterm survival of family
farms are very good if we
are able to maintain a
healthy agriculture, possibly
through increased exports
and better domestic use of
farm products.
FARMLINE: As Illinois
director of agriculture, you
visited many of our foreign
markets. What did you learn
about the potential for expanding our farm exports?
Block: Other nations want
to buy our products, but they
are seeking a continuing,
dependable supplier. We
simply cannot turn exports
on and off like a water faucet

Southern States

and hope to retain customers
for our products. We must be
reliable.
FARMLINE: When you
mention reliability, it
reminds us of something Illinois State Statistician Jim
Kendall said about the Block
farm. He said you were
always responsive to USDA
surveys. Why?
Block: Surveys are
valuable to producers
because they give a useful
indication of the supply and
demand for crops and
livestock. Consequently,
they help provide a better
basis for farm management
decisions.
FARMLINE: Now that
you're the top farm
policymaker, how do you
think this information will
help you make decisions and
help farmers?
Block: With accurate
supply-demand information,
we can better assess the
need for government programs and policies.
FARMLINE: How big a
role should government play
in agriculture?
Block: I feel that the
federal government should
stay out of the daily lives of
farmers to the greatest extent possible because big
government hasn't always
acted in the best interests of
farmers. More control
should be given to state and
local governments when
possible.
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The average U.S. laying
hen produced a record 243
marketable eggs last year,
but the total could have been
as high as 260 per hen if only
eggs had sturdier shells.
Shell breaks are a costly
problem. "First of all,
breakage means a direct
cash loss to producers," says
USDA economist Allen
Baker. "However, breakage
creates all kinds of other
problems as well. Appearance, for example. One
broken egg in a carton can
soil other eggs,causing them
to be classified as 'dirties,'
which reduces their market
value."
"Dirties" can't be sold to
consumers as edible eggs.
Instead, they are diverted to
"breakers," sold at a lower
price for use in processed
foods.
"A more serious problem
— quality deterioration and
possible bacterial contamination — can leave producers or processors with a
carton of eggs of little or no
market value," adds Baker.
The danger of breakage
begins as soon as the egg
leaves the hen. In fact, by
some research estimates,
roughly 7 percent of the nation's eggs never get out of
the chicken house because
the shells are inadequately
formed or too fragile for the
mechanized collection process which has probably increased the breakage problem. Fragile shells aren't
likely to make it through the
gathering,
mechanical
washing, and packing procesa of modern assemblyline egg production operations.
Studies on breakage, completed in California during
the early 1970's, indicated
anywhere from 2.3 to 11.8
percent of eggs were cracked or smashed en route from
the nest to the carton. Most
breakage (71 percent) had
already occurred during theinitial transport, 13 percent
during loading, washing,and
drying, and 16 percent during weighing, grading, and
packing.
Just how hard would it be
to make a tougher eggshell?
"Difficult, but we hope not
impossible," admits USDA
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6-eneks.
Farmers may also indicate their intentions to participate in the 1981 program
when they report their fallseeded crops (wheat and
barley). Some farmers will
1 have seeded spring crops
so• which they can report.
Farmers will have until
June 1 to reportthe sizes and

intended uses of their wheat
and barley crops. The report
should be as accurate as
possible. The more accurate
the report, the less trouble
farmers will have to qualify
for deficiency and disaster
payments.
ASCS will randomly check
farms to verify that acreage
t stitifsankte
rerv'Z
photographs available to farmers to identify their fields. Farmers who have not certified their fall-seeded
program crops are urged to
do so as soon as possible. The
Calloway County ASCS office is open from 7:30 a.m.to
4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

1

Researchers Try To Hatch Strong Eggs
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egg expert George Mountney, who coordinates an eggshell quality research program with scientists at 15
land grant colleges. Federally funded,as well-as by some
state sources,the research is
called Project S-131 - "Eggshell Quality in Avian
Species."
One S-131 researcher,
David Roland of Auburn
University, recommends
that producers change the
usual feeding time for layer
hens from morning to evening, when the hen naturally
starts producing calcium for
eggshells. "It occurred to
me that if feed goes in the
hen's body as the calcifica-

tion process is beginning, all
the food nutrients would go
directly into the bloodstream
and possibly produce a
stronger eggshell," Roland
says.
Another researcher,
Joseph Soares, Jr., of the
University of Maryland, is
studying the relationship of
vitamin D to the female hormone, estrogen. "Vitamin D
is changed into estrogen by
the hen's body, and we have
found conclusive evidence
than hens with more
estrogen produce stronger
eggshells,"says Soares.
The "thick and thin" team
at Pennsylvania State

University seem! to have
proved out Soares'theory. In
experiments under the
guidance of Edward Buss,
selected lines of hens that
produce thicker than
average eggshells showed a
much higher percentage of
natural estrogen levels in
their bodies than other
breeds of hens that usually
produce a thinner than normal shell.
Other researchers are studying the influences of housing and environment,
marketing channels, and
disease control on the eggshell problem. S-131 research,indicates that 7.7 of every
100 eggs won't reach collec-

Shelton Okays Resolution
Michael Shelton, Murray,
was among the elected officials at the Associated Milk
Producers, Inc., (AMP!)
Southern Region annual
meeting April 8-11 in Minneapolis who approved a
resolution increasing their
advertising and promotion
budget for milk and dairy
products by more than 70
percent.
"Increased milk production and substantial federal
purchases of dairy products
during the past year prompted this action," said D. C.
Jones, Los Lunas, NM., AMRegion
PI-Southern
president. E. L. Wise,
Arlington, Texas, Southern
Region Manager said,
"Recent research by the
United Dairy Industry
Association has shown the
profitability of advertising to
dairymen. Those who contribute to a promotion
program receive a return of
approximately $2 for every
$1 they invest."
The Southern Region completed the first year of
operating its own promotion
program. It is responsible
for non-brand advertising,

sales promotion and
education
nutrition
programs for milk and dairy
products in the Mid-South
and Southwest. The 1981
program concentrates on
building
consumer
awareness for "Real" Seal,
a registered trademark that
distinguishes real dairy
products from look-alike
imitations.
The "REAL" Seal is a
stylized drop of milk
surrounding the word real.
The Southern Region
initiated a broad media campaign March 16, to encourage 23 million consumers in Arkansas, Kansas, New Mexico,Oklahoma,
Texas and parts of Missouri,
Mississippi and Tennessee to
look for the "REAL"Seal on
labels, as their assurance of
a real dairy product. An AMPI produced television commercial dramtaizes the consumer's dilemma of making
shopping decisions when
faced by real and artificial
dairy products that look
alike. Two radio commercials, a billboard and a
series of magazine ads round
out the campaign.

Access To Fuel Makes
Or Breaks Food Supply
KANSAS CITY, MO. —
"Agriculture's timely access
to adequate fuel makes or
breaks our nation's food supply," Mrs. Gordon White of
Bailey Miss., told a Department of Energy hearing,
(April 17).

"The best way to do this is
to allow the marketplace to
operate as free of government control and federal
energy plans as possible,"
she added.
White was critical of
government policies that
overemphasize conservation
White, chairman of the or belt tightening, saying
Women's Committee of that while conservation is a
American Farm Bureau must, it is "not the panacea
.Federation and member of to our energy problems."
the AFBF board, said the
Speaking on behalf of
open market system is the Farm Bureau, the nation's
best method for developing largest farm organization,
and allocating energy White presented a four-point
resources to assure program to
solve the naagriculture of an *mintertion's energy dilemmas.
rirpted fuel supply needed
The program would profor production and mote
exploration and
transportation of food and
development of more energy
fiber.
resources on federal lands;
She said the proper role of take a "realistic" approach
government in any energy to balancing environmental
crisis is to crsate a favorable concerns and energy
regulatory and economic development;
promote
climate within which private private development of synenterprise can develop and thetic fuels; and aid the
produce energy resources of timely growth of nuclear
power. a,
every kind.

"The additional funds will
allow us to extend the
'REAL' Seal promotion into
an ongoing campaign in
behalf of milk and dairy
products," Wise said. AMPI
plans include additiional
support for the 1981 industrywide "Cheese Adds A Slice of
Life Campaign." The 1980
cheese campaign, orgaulged
under the leadership of the
United Dairy Industry
Association, produced a 16
percent increase in
household cheese purchases,
compared to the same period
in 1979.

tion points because of weak
or missing shells.
Roland estimates that
about 5 billion unusable eggs
were produced—eggs worth
about $60 million based on
1980 retail prices. Of course,
such an increase in production might have lowered
retail prices—also lowering
the $60 million estimate. But
some producers and processors say that new
markets could absorb the extra eggs without a Serious
blow to prices. They cite additional export possibilities,
the increased demand in the
processed food industry, and
the increased need for eggs
in fast food chains.
But sales from 5 billion additional eggs would not be
chicken feed, even in the
multi-billion dollar egg industry where- producers
have generally suffered
losses in the last few years.
Last year, producers lost an
average 3.2 cents at the
wholesale level for every
dozen eggs sold.
This year, producers face
cost increases for all inputs,
particularly feed. Reduced
breakage could give producers a critical edge. "It's
logical," Roland says,"if we
can improve eggshell quality
and reduce breakage, producers could market
something they already
have."

Farmer's Air Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
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Farm Value, Farm-to-Retail Prise Spread, and Fish and Imports: Each Played a
Role In 1980's Rise in Food Prices
The price rise
in each category

The contribution
of each category to
the cost of food

The role of each
category in the total
food price picture

AMPI Delegates Call For Price Support

foreign aid programs. Elkin said. -The price sup- use of dairy waste or sale of $2.4 billion. The corHowever, the real reported ports have helped to byproducts to produce porate headquarters is
located in San Antonio,
net cost to the government in minimize price inflation of energy alternatives.
+ 11 7%
1980 was only $315 million or all foods and they have sponAMPI is the nation's Texas and a Southwest
approximately 2 cents per sored remarkable increases largest dairy • cooperative region office is in Arlington,
gallon of milk, said Elkin. in productivity of our dairy with members in Arkansas, Texas.
The delegates represent
Without price supports, milk farms."
New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Total foodstore price nse 8%
would likely cost ap- Other resolutions the AM- Texas, parts of Kansas, members in their districts.
Tennessee, They cast ballots, when
proximately 20 cents per PI delegate body approved Missouri,
gallon. Olnsurners realized a were: advertising to 'Mississippi and 14 other necessary, to assure that the
1000 percent return on the enhance the demand for real Midwest states. AMPI is one man-one vote principle
farm
CCC purchases, holding the milk and dairy products; 417_ owned and operated by the governing
is maintained.
gga4iv.es
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it
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actual,price increases of creasing usemak,)easme
t
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nirrcial and other food items on the con- Lunch, Armed Forces, dairy farm and markets it to local district meetings and
domestic use of Commodity sumer price index.
Government Relief and diary processors. In 1980, were considered and approvFish and imports
Credit Corporation (CCC) "If the program is to work Poverty Programs; increas- AMPI members produced were considered and apstocks of butter, non-fat dry as well on behalf of society ing funding of the Special approximately 12 percent of proved by the democratic
Farm-to-retail price spread
1 6% milk and cheese. as it can, we have to expect Milk Program; and en- all raw milk marketed in the process, at the division and
Farm value
The Price Stabilization too much milk at slimes," coura ing research on the United States, representing region levels of operation.
Resolution urges the United
States Department of
Agriculture to enforce Section 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1933
limiting importation of casein for use in foods and
The best setting that you
unpleasant conti asts. Pro- height of the plant.
feeds consumed in the By FREDDIE KIRKLAND
can
give your home is a
portion
Frame
your
and balance are
house to conUnited States. The Act also
Every home needs a well
broad
expanse of open lawn
lost
centrate
the
President
to
use
when
interest
directs
one
on
the
designed
landscape
to
material
Slower rising food prices food prices — can be traced and imports — and they also
house. A large house needs from street to house, with
last year partly reflected to developments in the farm encompass meals in his discretion to impose make it more livable, at- overpowers another.
slower rising farm prices.
livestock sector. Farm restatorants and other public recommended quotas for im- tractive. and valuable, --The fence baffle should a large frarne.--For a"stirgn foundation plantings- and •
ports that adversely affect since the house is the most be highly re.fiued in detail, home, it is better to use framinv, trees broken only
Farm value — prices prices for livestock suffered establishments.
by needed drives and
farmers receive for products last year from larger meat
Consumers' expenditures the price support program or important element in the and should be constructed large trees in the rear as
walks.
The more compact
background
for
of
the
U.S.
.the
house
the
volume
of
same
reduce
public
area
landscape,
all
material
as
the
later used for food — rose supplies. Pork supplies were on domestic farm foods
construction
features house or if a eontrasting and small to medium trees the drives and walks and
only 5.3 percent. Depressed up 7.6 percent from 1979, and totaled $269 billion last year, manufactured products.
Casein, a milk derivative, I walks, drives, fences and material that harmonizes in front, unless a large tree the less cut up the lawn;the
livestock prices take much poultry supplies were up up $24 billion from 1979 due
used in the production of all plantings should com- in color, texture, and scale is required to give ade- more pleasing the total picis
modest
blame.
The
of the
about 2 percent. And even to higher prices and a slightture will be. quate shade.
gain in farm value helped though the amount of beef ly larger quantity of foodpur- coffee whiteners, imitation plement the house, provide with the house.
a
proper setting for it, and
limit the overall increase in was about the same as 'in chased. Farmers received cheese and other non-dairy
Every
landscape
foodstore prices to 8 percent, 1979, the drought forced about $86 billion of the total. foods as well as chemicals, not compete with it.
development needs walks
Fundamental landscape and a drive. Since these are
down from more than 10 per- many ranchers to slaughter The rest of consumers' food glues and paints. The 150
cent in each of the two cattle they would otherwise expenditures — $183 billion million pounds of casein be- principles for developing
useful rather than
TOMATO.CABBAGE
previous years, according to have kept.
— paid for marketing costs. ing imported annually the public area are to beautiful, they should be as
BRUSSEL SPROUTS
USDA economist Denis
Over the years, marketing displace the production of soften the architectural inconspicuous as possible.
But why did these
Dunham.
developments so affect retail costs have been the most 10,000 U.S. dairy farms. Im- lines of the building, to To keep your walks and
BROCCOLI
Meanwhile, the farm-to- prices when there were persistent cause of rising port quotas for casein have frame the building with drives from attracting atretail price spread—the food sharp farm price increases food expenditures. Since been considered several trees and to maintain open tention and to hold costs
NURSERY &
industry's charges for handl- for grains and other pro- 1975, they added $70 billion of times, but no action has been lawn areas.
GRUNHOUSE
down at the same time),
Your main purpose in construct them in a
processing, ducts? A major reason: The the $100-billion increase in taken.
ing,
For 6
*Geraniums
"The continued refusal of developing the public area
transporting, and retailing farm value of meat consumer spending on farm
minimum area and recess
•Hanging
&
Potted
Plants
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
food—rose 8.4 percent, only represents a relatively large foods. Labor costs for pro- Congress to enforce restric- should be to blend the ar- the surface of the drive.
94E. MURRAY, KY.
SPECIALIZED LANDSCAPING
two-thirds as much as in share of the total retail cessing and marketing foods tions on imports of casein tifical structure of the
The walk must be wide
abandon
an
seems
to
house
with
surthe
general
11.7
prices
rose
1979. But,
price. The farm value varies accounted for nearly 45 perenough to allow two people
percent for fish and im- among products partly ac- cent of 1980 food marketing established domestic milk roundings so the house will
to . walk side by side. The
that
meets
production
policy
look
natural.
You
can
do
ported foods, which are not cording to how much pro- costs. This meant that $82
minimum width should be
included in farm value and cessing is needed to prepare billion, or 30 percent of total the needs of our customers," this by softening and blenfour
feet. A five-foot walk is
AMPI
ding
the vertical house
farm-to-retail price spread a given product for the retail consumer expenditures for said Irvin Elkin,
even better, since it is in
Amery,
lines
from
with
the
strong
president
figures.
U.S. farm foods, went to pay
customer.
proportion with most
Farm value, the farm-toWisconsin. "It is important horizontal ground lines.
For example, the farm the labor bill — almost as
houses.
retail spread, and fish and
dairymen
The
center
of
and
interest
for consumers
share is about 9 cents for much as went to farmers.
The primary objective in
imports each play a different
Food packaging expenses, that the government provide and balance point for all
each retail dollar spent on
a foundation
developing
role in the total food price
minimal involvement in plantings is the doorway.
white bread (wheat only), 30 the second largest food
planting
is
to make the
picture. How big a role each
managing surplus dairy pro- The major planting areas
cents for each dollar spent marketing cost, rose 16 perappropriate
for
house
look
plays depends on how much_
ducts to prevent the U.S. to consider are the outside
on potatoes, 55 cents for cent last year to more than
it is placthe
site
on
which
it rises and its contribution
dependent
side
of
&corners and each
from becoming
milk, and 61 cents for beef. $21 billion. Intercity
softening and blento the cost of food, Dunham
upon the unreliable, the doorway. Vertical lines ed by
Thus,a 10-percent change in transportation costs also invertical house
ding
the
marginal surplus dairy sup- formed by projections
explains. For example,
the farm value of wheat may creased 16 percent to an
lines with the •strong
along the facade should be
plies of their countries."
USDA estimates that only change the retail price of estimated $14 billion.
horizontal ground lines.
CCC purchases of $1.3 softened by plantings.
about one-third of con- white bread less than 1 perThe fastest rising item in
the foundation, is
Unless
products
dairy
Basic construction for
sumers' foodstore spending cent. But a 10-percent the marketing bill — billion for
high,
it
is
not necessary to
goes back to farmers as change in the farm value of although still oen of the were high during the past the public area usually inhave
a
solid planting,
farm value. Thus, the 5.3- Choice beef may translate smallest — was fuels and year compared to dollar ex- cludes- a drive,, - parking.
across the front of the
the
past
penditures
during
space,
walks,
screen,
and
percent increase in farm into a 6-percent retail price electricity. With major inhouse.
value added only 1.6-percent move because about 61 cents creases in oil and natural decade placing the program baffles. The color and texLook To'The Shield
You need to know the
to the overall 8-percent rise of every grocery dollar spent gas prices, the food in- under heavy criticism and ture of the material used in
spread
height
and
cuts.
The
mature
proposed
budget
the
public
area
must
harbill
shot
up
in foodstore prices.
on beef goes to the producer, dustry's energy
of the plants you use.
to $8.5 billion — only about 3 excess products purchased monize with the house. Do
Far more important was Dunham says.
Plants at corners should be
percent of consumers' ex- by the federal organization not combine completely
the 8.4-percent runup in
Mostly because of farm penditures for U.S. farm are sold back to manufac- different materials. The
larger than those on either
marketing charges which
side of the entrance. Plants
accounted for 4.3 per- developments, retail pork foods(not incInding intercity turers or given away differences in texture, colat the doorway should not
cent—or more than half—of prices averaged more than 3 transportation).
through federal feeding and or, and scale often result in
ti
be higher than one-fourth
the total gain in foodstore percent lower than in 1979,
to one-third the distance
prices becaitse marketing and beef and poultry prices
from the groundline to the
charges make up the biggest rose only about 5 percent.
New Location
eave. Mature corner planshare of the price of most The small increases in retail
tings should not be higher
foods. Even fish- and im- beef and poultry, prices
614
S. 4th St.
than two-thirds the
ported foods, which repre- coupled with lower pork
Phone
By SHERI PASCHALL
upon its purpose.
distance from the
facing "light-use" areas.
sent only about a fifth of con- prices help explain the
Plant materials can also
The private living area of
groundline to the eave.
Terrace -or patio areas
sumer food _purchases relatively small rise in total
753-0632
are ususally designed with
played a bigger role than 1980 retail Tood prices. your landscape should be create an
When
you
select
plants
it
Mon.-Fri.
farm value last year. Due to That's because meat ac- built around your interests, group of shrubs or small a hard surface. Since the is also important to concounts
for
such
a
large
share
in gardening, outdoor liv- trees to form a border. An private area extends the in8-5
their steep 11.7-percent price
informal shrub border doors to the outdoors, you sider their mature spread.
climb, they added 2.1 per- — about 30 percent — of con- ing and other activities.
Usually the spread of an
Murray, Ky.
The private area must be makes a good screen for will need a door at grade
cent to foodstore prices. , sumers'food spending.
upright deciduous plant is
80
plant
How much did consumers easily accesible if it is to be most Properties. A
level for easy access. This about two-thirds of the
"Farm value not only
spend
for
U.S.
farm
foods
screen
has
the
advantage
used.
If
possible
landscape
area should also be located
showed the smallest individual increase of the and what did their money the area so that it is visible of relatively simple close to the kitchen so that
three components, but it also pay for? That's another good from the living room,fami- upkeep. It will need prun- it is handy for cook-outs
ing only every two or three and outdoor eating.
made the smallest contribu- way to examine the role of ly room or dining room.
Many design elements go years.
tion to the overall foodstore farm value, and particularly
An outdoor living area
price runup last year," of marketing costs in the into the develoment of the
A LITTLE LOUDER
living
needs
some type of surfacprice
area.
Not
all
farm-to-retail
spread,
can
be
Dunham notes.
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
To a large extent, the Dunham says. These figures included in any one land- ing. Different surfaces give average man now has a
restrained rise in farm value are for spending on domestic scape. You will want to different effects. The most dozen ties.
According to Marvin A.
— and consequently in retail farm foods — excluding fish select those that best meet popular and most funcyour family's needs and tional are lawns. They Blumenfeld, president of
desires. Some design make good play surfaces AprilMarcus Inc., a merfor children. They provide chandising consulting firm
elements are as follows:
1. Enclosures (fences, an attractive foreground to to some 175 mens's stores,
set off plants and flowers in five of the ties are striped,
walls or screen planting).
2.Plantings (shrubs, the garden. A disadvantage three are solids, three are
hedges, flower borders, is the near constant care dotted, and one is often a
they require.
ground covers or trees).
"little louder" than the other
Not all surfacing must be and is worn for special social
3. Surface areas (patio,
terrace, walks, path or lawn. You can use ground occasions.
covers for additional green
steps).
4.
Garden surfacing in areas where
embellishments (barbeque there is no traffic, or you
pits,seats, water feature or can provide usable open
spate with other kinds of
garden furniture.
At The
If you're not taking an active part in your child's education, you're
The living area design is paving materials. Many
missing an opportunity to make a special contribution.
so flexible that there is not loose surfacings are both
Helping with homework is one way. Playing word games like
'a formula to use. Only the inexpensive and attractive.
Scrabble is another.
design elements that in- You can get many sizes of
Write for our free brochure of fun, simple and practical tips on
gravel ranging from very
terest you should be used.
helping your children at home.
Hours:
A fence is one of the most small pebbles for a sitting
Industrial Rd.
popular and efficient ways area to large rocks for a
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
driveway.
Tanbark,
brick
to
enclose
the
private
living
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
area. The kind of fencerfou chips, and other material
whoa cduolo011 assoualion
klipcoy Ky
Washington, DC 20036
should build will depend are also available for supX

Delegates representing
the 30,000 dairy farmer
members Of Associated Milk
Producers, Inc.(AMPI)are
calling for support of legislation requiring the Secretary
of Agriculture to support the
price of milk at 80 to 90 percent of parity with quarterly
adjustments. The resolution,
passed at the annual
meeting held in Minneapolis
April 8-11, urged expansion
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Slow Rising Food Prices
Reflecting Farm Costs
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Johnson, Moreland Romp For Touchdowns As Blue Wins,7-6

Defense Controls In MSU Blue-Gold Game

By DAVID HIBBITIS
"We worked on stopping
Sports Editor
their sweep," Simmons said.
For the last two seasons,
We played a real
the Murray State football aggressive game.
team's
scurrying,
aggressive defense has not
"They were tough, and
been allowing anybody - not their touchdown really cona soul-to go outside on it.
fused our defense."
So, if anybody is still perSimmons and the rest of
plexed by the final 7-6 score the Blue defense were not
in yesterday's Blue-Gold confused too often, but they
finale to the month of spring needed a couple of big plays
practice, it was just another to stay in control.
case of folks like Mark SimAs the Blue team was
#111111§0becting .
George Collins tracking fullback Neil -Cummins of
down those explosive run- the White team broke away
ners before they could hit the down the left sideline and
fuse.
was on his way to a certain
The most carefully wat- touchdown - certain, that
ched of all those runners was is, except for a safety named
Danny Lee Johnson, who Jones.
still gained
yards in only
After Jones had began his
13 carries and blasted 37 yar- coverage to his left side, he
ds through the Blue defense reversed his field when he
for a late touchdown.
saw which direction the play
"Simmons o who finished was going. As the only
with seven unassisted player with enough speed,
tackles and three assists) Jones caught Cummins at
and Collins did a great job the 20-yard line, and the Blue
pursuing," Johnson said defense held from there.
about his struggle to find any
"We were in a man defenroom. "That wide tackle six se and I noticed Neil was
is hard to refligainst."
open on the side," Jones
That last statement by said. "I knew I had to stop
A SPUTTERING DAY FOR THE MSU OFFENSE-Plays like this one by safety
Johnson, in view of the him.
Greg
comeback he is staging after
"Once I got my momen- Evans (17) of the Gold team against Verney Caeser (82) of the Blue team led to the lowsitting out the 1980 season, is turn, I knew I could outrun scoring 7-6 result.
Staff Photos By David Hibbilts
what makes his total and his him.
(on the touchdown)," Jones
The total from the other scoring threat.
final effort promising for
"We were just playing our said."He had a nice day."
runners gave Moreland's
"Danny got off a couple of
next year.
defense, with a lot of good
The only other, and win- statement some promise - runs that were en"It has been so long since I hitting, and kept them under ning, touchdown was scored
Tony Lester ran 13 times for couraging," MSU coach
got into the end zone that I control. The defensive line by Ellory Moreland, who
59 yards, Nick Nance 14 Frank Beamer said about
almost forgot my dance," did a great job."
darted outside and went in times for 47, Cummins twice the better moments
for the
Johnson said about his
Despite knowing that it easily from nine yards.
for 46 and Jeff Terrence 10 offense."Moreland and Nanreturn to being the scoring had cost his team the
"I just saw the opening," for 36.
ce also looked good a couple
threat he was before. "I still shutout, Jones broke into a Moreland, who finished with
But, with the Gold team's of times.
have a lot of work to do."
smile about seeing Johnson 39 yards in just five carries, quarterback, Gino Gibbs,
"We executed well at
If Johnson was still mind- charge through his defense said."I think we had the
best being stalked and having times, but I thought we had
ful of his purpose that lies as he will be needed to do offensive line today. We are
trouble handling a few ex- too many breakdowns.
beneath the statistics, so next fall.
going to have a lot of running changes, there was never Defensively, I thought
we
were the pursuers.
"Danny -hit the hole good backs."
enough continuity to mount a played aggressively.

MSU Golf Team
Finishes 16th Out
Of 22, Edholm Is
Ninth Individually
STATESBORO, Miss. After shooting scores of 301
and 302 in the final two rounds this past weekend, the
Murray State golf team
finished 16th out of 22 teams
in the Chris Schenkel Intercollegiate toff tournament.
Murray's Chris Edholm
finished ninth individually
with a score of 218 on rounds
of 74,72 and 72.
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Fall H.Mechanic Oa Duty
Tan.-Ups, Shocks, II-Jelats
All Gapers' Auto Repairs
Service Mew Offered

Weekly Specials
Free: Rand McNally Road Atlas $5.00
Value With All Tune-Ups
Front Disc Broke Special
$49.95
Labor, Pads 8. Packing Wheel Bearings
Included
Drum Brakes Front
$45.95
Drum Brakes Rear
$49.95
'Brake Shoes, Labor t Pocking Bearings
Included. .
.
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Please come see us for your auto needs We op
preciate your business

Hendon's
Service Station
South 4th

Marra', Ky.
753.-121
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18 events
A LONG-AWAITED RETURN TO FORM =Danny Lee Johnson (26) is surrounded by
a pair of happy teammates, Shedrick Blackmon (93) and Gino Gibbs (4), after he had
romped 37 yards for the Gold team's only touchdown.
"I think when the teams prised about having his ofare divided, there is a chan, fense stunted.
ce that that will happen. On "I thought we were the unoffense, we had gotten used derdogs," he said."We gave
to playing next to certain them a fight to the last. We
players."
made less mistakes in the
Gibbs, who completed one second half."
pass in eight attempts for 21
Other highlights included
yards, was not at all sur- two interceptions only a

couple of minutes apart by
linebacker George Collins of
the Blue team when the first
was nullified by a penalty; 12
total tackles by linebacker
Donald White of the Gold
team; and four catches for
40 yards by Greg King of the
Blue team.
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MSU Tennis Team Wins Two
•

11.a.

.11•64111INI

,

Murray State 306-301-302 - 91111)Chris Edholm (74-72-72 - 2181, Dave
Padgett I 75-75-77 - 2271, Jon Stanley
175-7748 - 236), Ronnie Overton 18184-75-240i, Lynn Sullivan (82-7845
-2.451

Hendon's
ervice Station

.•

11114

Persson Extends Streak To 28

Oklahoma State won the
tournament with a score of
861, while Bob Tway of
Oklahoma State was the individual winner after
shooting a final round 65 to
finish at 207.

Sampson, Virginia's 7foot-4 sophomore center who
was wooed by the Boston
Celtics a year ago, entertained offers from the
Dallas Mavericks and
Detroit Pistons - the lastplace ,conference finishers
who will take part in Thursday's coin flip to determine
which club will draft first before announcing Saturday
that he planned to remain
with the Cavaliers.
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The Murray State tennis
team won two of its three
matches during the weekend
to bring its season record to
24-10.
In each of those matches,
Terje Persson was a winner
as he extended his unbeaten
streak to 28.
After beating Memphis
State, 5-1, Saturday morning, the Racers had won
their first three singles matches against Mississippi
State before the Bulldogs
rallied for a 5-4 win.
On Sunday, Murray came
back for a 7-2 win over
Alabama-Birmingham.
klurray 5, Memphis 1
Singks Results-Terje Persson def.
Keith Berry, 6-4, 6-4; Mats Ljungman
def. Steve Mausou, 74, 24, 6-2; Finn
Swarting def. Cliff Jones, 6-4, 6-0;
Mike Costigan def. David Nicholson,63, 6-1; Era Tistharnmer lost to Jeff
Gray, 6-2, 74; Steve Wile def. Scott
HAlU

Three Will Go Pro
By The Associated Press
Isiah Thomas, Mark
Aguirre and Buck Williams,
three outstanding underclassmen who were all
members of the 1980 U.S.
Olympic team, have decided
to turn pro, adding lustre to
the June 9 National Basketball Association draft. But
the brightest college star of
all, Ralph Sampson, has once again decided to stay in
school.

75

Miss.St. 5, Murray 4
Ethier-Pappay,6-2, 5-7,6-1.
Singles Results - Ljungman def.
MSU 7, Birmingham $
Alex Zalesky, 6-2, 6-3; Persson def.
Singles Results - Ljungman def.
Cliff Bioxham, 6-1, 6-1; Swarting def. Jim
Hicks, 6-1,74; Persson def. RanDavid Crichton-Miller, 6-2, 7-5; dy Carter,
44,
Costigan lost to Steve Keller, 6-0, 24, Omer Alain°, 6-0, 74; Swarting def.
74,6-2; Costigan lost to
6-1; Tisthrunmer lost to Hermann Pap- Devin
Crane,74,14,6-4; Tisthammer
pas, 6-4, 5-7, 6-0; Steve Wile lost to def.
Doug Clemons, 24, 6-2, 6-1; Wile
Simon Lavery,6-4,4-6,6-1.
def. Greg Fowler,4-6,6-4, 7-6.
Doubles Results - PerssonDoubles Results - PerssonSwarting lost to Blotholm-Crichton- Swarting
def.
Miller, 6-4, 4-6, 6-1; Ljungman- Ljungman-C Hicks-Carter, 7-5, 6-2;
ostigan def. AllainoCostigan def. Zalesley-Landgery, 6-1, Crane,
34,6-3, 6-2; Tisthanuner-Wille
forfeit; Tisthanuner-Wille lost to lost
to Clemons-Fowler,6-2,6-3.

El Southern States
BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182
EAST SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY.

gnie Nie9
Wedding Photography
"

A STRONG EFFORT IN VAIN - Mats Ljungman (reaching low for a backhand
volley) and Mike Costigan won their number two doubles match in a 5-4loss to Mississippi State Saturday.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

Erving Leads 6ers, 107-105
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

showed what they can do by baskets for a four-point
rallying after blowing the 19- Philadelphia lead. The
point advantage.
closest Boston got after that
PHILADELPHIA (AP)- "We didn't win 62
games was two points.
Julius Erving said he felt the (during the regular
season) In the final eight seconds.
Philadelphia 76ers showed by allowing teams
to come Philadelphia's Bobby Jones
their character as a team in back all the way on
us," Er- missed a short jumper and
turning back the Boston ving said.
Boston got the rebound. Tiny
Celtics' second half onArchibald threw a long pass
Boston
actually
outscored
slaught.
toward
Bird in the corner,
The 76ers, led by Erving's the 76ers from the field, 46Bobby
but
Jones raced back
39,
but
lost
at the foul line,
20 points, beat Boston, 107to intercept, held on for two
where
Philadelp
hia
con105,Sunday to take a 3-1 lead
seconds and the final horn
in their National Basketball verted 29 of 39 and the sounded.
Celtics
only
13
of
19. Boston
Association best-of-seven
Bird said he felt he could
Eastern Conference final was devastating from the have
made the play if Jones
field
in
the third period,
series.
hadn't leaped into the air to
shooting
14
for
21
(67
perThe Celtics twice trailed
get the ball.
by 19 in the first half, and cent).
In addition to Erving, Bobwere behind 65-48 at halfIn that thiA period, Chris by Jones scored 18 for the
time. Their star, Larry Bird, Ford scored 10, Bird 8 and 76ers,
and rookie Andrew
had been held to six points, Cedric Maxwell 7, as the Toney 17.
Caldwell Jones
only one field goal.
Celtics slashed the huge had 13 points and 10 rebounAs Boston coach Bill Fitch Philadelphia lead to 82-79. In ds, while Darryl
Dawkins
put it, "we lost the game in the final period, Boston ac- contribut
ed 14 points and 7
the first half with miserable, tually went ahead by a point rebounds
.
horrible play. We were one 84-83, with 10:42 left. But
Maxwell's 20 was high for
,pass beh'uid...But this team Bobby Jones regained the the Celtics,
while Bird
is still capable of winning the lead for Philadelphia, and finished with 18
as did Arseries."
although the Celts tied it chibald. Bird had 17 rebounThe fifth game is in Boston three more times, they ds and handed
out six
Wednesday night, with a six- couldn't get ahead again.
assists, playing the entire a
th, if necesiary, here
The last tie was at 97. minutes. Ford collected 16,
Friday.
Philadelphia's
Maurice and Archibald handed out a
Erving sat,' the Sixers Cheeks then scored a pair id apictacular 14 assists.

ire
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Winning Is More Fun For Sutter
By KEN RAPPOPORT
to the Philadelphia Phillies.
Reggie Smith's pinch
AP Sports Writer
The Cubs are one loss away double in the eighth inning
What a relief it is for Bruce from a team record of 13 suc- broke a 2-2 tie and Jerry
Sutter to be out of Chicago!
cessive losses set in 1944.
Rears scattered seven hits
"It's a lot more fun when
In other National League as Los Angeles beat San
you're winning," says the games Sunday, Los Angeles Diego. The hit was the first
new ace of the St. Louis Car- edged San Diego 3-2, of the season for Smith, who
dinal bullpen.
Houston blanked Cincinnati is recovering from a
Sutter is responsible for 1-0, Montreal took a shoulder operation last year
much of that winning, of doubleheader from New and has been relegated to
course. On Sunday he saved York 8-4 and 74, and San pinch-hitting duty.
another game for the high- Francisco swept Atlanta 3-1
Steve Garvey led off the
flying Cardinals as they and 8-5.
Dodgers'eighth with a single
defeated the Pittsburgh
off loser Gary Lucas. Ron
Pirates 3-2 and boosted their
Cey sacrificed, Pedro
• record to 9-2, their best start
Guerrero walked, and then
since the World SeriesSmith, batting tor catcher
winning season of 1946. Mike Scioscia,lineda double
Phillies 6,bobs 2
"We're having a good time
to left-center to drive in GarMike Schmidt's two-run vey.
right now," said Sutter, who
pitched for the Cubs last homer triggered a four-Mm
Astros 1, Reds 0
season and saved 28 games. third inning to• lead
Denny Walling's firstleadoff home ran.
a lot of good frle.M.4.... hiladtaka. over the 31
-Ine LitzwdTrg with the eight-hit pit'atr-that'Chicago temn, oar- riftml
I'm a Cardinal now. We've erased a 1-0 deficit with a ching ,pf Bob Knepper,
got so many good run in the second on Bob enabled HoUston to beat Cinballplayers here and it's Boone's RBI grounder, then cinnati and break a fourreally great being in St. sewed it up with their four- game losing streak.
run third as Schmidt
Louis."
Walling jumped on a 2-0
Sutter, by the way, seems cracked his fifth homer of pitch from loser Mario Soto,
to be just as effective as ever the season and 32nd of his slamming the ball over the
with his -enigmatic career at Wrigley Field.
rightcenter field wall at the
Marty Bystrom, whose AstrOdome. Knepper struck
knucklecurve. He's saved
A DRAMATIC FINISH — Former MSU runner David Rafferty (left) returned with the Victory Athletic Club to
four games so far for the major league record is now out three and walked one in
charge from behind and nip Eddie Wedderburn at the tape in the 1500 meter run of the MSU Twilight Invitational
6-0, worked seven innings recording his second shutout
Cardinals.
Saturday.
While Sutter's new team and scattered six hits for the in three starts. He has given
was winning, the Cubs, Phillies. Bill Caudill took the up one earned run in 21 inmeanwhile, continued to loss for Chicago in his first nings for an earned run
tumbleliby losing their 12th start of the year.
.416
average of 0.43.
Dodgers 3,Padres 2
th a 6-2
ht game with
Expos 8:7,-Meis 4-6

NI Roundup

440 Relay Team Romps

straight
Twilight

MSU Takes 10 Places In
In this past weekend's
Murray State Twilight Invitational track meet, the
Racers took 10 places in the
18 events.
Elvis Forde led the MSU
!ntries by winning the 400
neter dash in a time of 46.97
uid by anchoring the 4 x 440
neter relay team, which
von in a time of 3:11.99.

A Murray State record
was also set by Andy Vince
in the shot put with a throw
of 55 feet, 4 inches for a
second place finish.
The drama .of the meet
reached its apex as Eddie
Wedderburn came barreling
down the stretch of the 1500
meter run, with the Victory
Athletic Club's David Rafferty, a former MSU runner

Ellis Valentine and Gary
Carter each slammed 1worun homers to back the sixhit pitching of Ray Burris as
Montreal beat New York in
the opener of their
doubleheader.
It was the second victory
in three decisions for Burris,
both triumphs coming against his former teammates.
Burris walked one and
struck out six.
Jerry Manuel hit his first
major league home run, a
threerun blast in the seventh
Inning, to lead the Expos to
their second-game victory.
Giants 3-8, Braves 1-5
Enos Cabell's sixth-inning
RBI double and Jack Clark's
seventh-inning home run
triscvex+ .
Ill ni5aiile - vt"Cfbilc Atlanta. Doyle Alexander, a
former Braves pitcher, pitched 71-3 innings, allowing
only one run and five hits
against his old teammates,
whom he beat for the second
time this season.
Darrell ,Evans slugged
four hits, knockedin a run
and scored twice to help the
Giants win the nightcap. The
Giants had a season-high 17
hits as they overshadowed a
three-run homer by Dale
Murphy and Bob Homer's
soTo Mistforthe-BraveS.
•

1°as
Royals Bombed,
11-1, On Six-Hitter

and a qualifier in the NCAA
last year, trying to catch
him.
Rafferty finally gained his
momentum in the final yards
and just passed Wedderburn
at the tape to win the event in
a time of 3:44.7.

3000 Meter Run — Jerry Odlin 12nd)
8:13.88.
1500 Meter Run — Eddie Wedderburn 2nd)3:44.8.
Shot Put — Andy Vince (2nd) 55-4
(new MSU record).
Pole Vault — Morris'Smith (4th) 156.
400 Meter Dash — Elvis Forde (1st)
46.97, Alfred Brown 5th)1
47.89.
High Jump— Ernie Patterson (2nd)
6-10.
'
4 x Wvteter Relay — tat (Brown,
MSU Results
Perry witintz, Tony Smith, Forde)
4 x 100 Meter Relay — 4th- (Mike 3:11.99.
Freeman, Brown, Forde, John Walsh )
Triple Jump — Jim Pace (5th) 48-3
41.50.
1-4.

PUTTING IT ON ICE — Tony Smith passes off to Elvis Forde for the anchor leg of the 4 x 400 meter relay, which
Murray State won easily in a time of 3:11.99.
David HibbIs
Staff Photos

Asir

Lersch Knows Brewers Are Behind Him
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Randy Lerch knows the
Milwaukee Brewers are
behind him — even the guy
in front of him.
That guy is catcher Ted
Simmons, on the receiving
end Sunday of Lerch's
masterful pitching. The big
left-hander, who suffered
through 1980 in Philadelphia,
then was traded to
Milwaukee last March 1,
made his first American
League start an eight-inning
six-hitter as the Brewers
bombed Kansas City 11-1.
It was his second victory
and lowered his earned-run
average to a miniscule 0.64.
Reggie Cleveland pitched
the ninth inning.
Elsewhere in the AL,
Toronto trimmed New York
2-1, Oakland beat Seattle 9-4,
Chicago edged Detroit 5-4,
Boston defeated Baltimore 75, Cleveland shaded Texas 43 and, in a doubleheader,
California beat Minnesota 72, then the Twins took the
second game 5-2.
"The situation got overbearing in Philadelphia,"
Lerch said of his 4-14 record
and 5.16 ERA. "There was
bad blood between me and
other people in the

organization. A iot of it was
my fault and a lot of it was
the organization's, and it got
to the point, when I went on
the field, there was a very
unconfident feeling in the
other players. If they're not
confident in me,I couldn't be
confident in myself.
"Now I get the feeling the
guys behind me are happy to
see me pitch," Lerch went
on. "It's a feeling of being
accepted."

AL Roundup
Blue Jays 2, Yankees 1
Dave Stieb, 1-3, finally got
some runs to work with —after 23 innings on the mound
with nothing but goose-eggs
from his teammates — and
made them stand up against
the Yanks.
Tom Underwood of the
Yanks is working on a streak
of his own. He's gone 132-3 innings this year without a run
to work with and is 0-2.
A's 9,Mariners 4
Oakland made it another
unbeaten week — six more
victories in a row — as
Dwayne .Muiphy drove in
four runs, three on a homer,
and Matt Keough pitched a
six-hitter against the
Manners.

The A's are 17-1 for the field fence while catching
year and 114 on the road. Carl Yastrzemski's drive,
Remy scampered all the
Keough is 4-0 with four com- way home.
plete games.
Indians 4,Rangers 3
And pity Mike Parrott,
Cleveland erupted for
Seattle's starting pitcher. three runs in the bottom of
Since winning on opening the ninth inning, the gameday a year ago,he's 0-17.
winner on Mike Hargrove's
White Sox 5,Tigers 4
looping single to left. Alan
Pinch-hitter Bob Molinaro Bannister, who scored on
drilled a two-run triple in a Hargrove's hit, drove in
three-run seventh inning Cleveland's first run in the
that extended Chicago's win- fifth inning. John Grubb had
ning streak to six games and a two-run single for the
Detroit's losing streak to Rangers.
seven games.
Angels 7-2, Twins 1-5
A walk to Greg Luzinski,
Rookie Mike Witt two-hit
Lamar Johnson's single, a Minnesota for the Angels in
hit batter and Carlton Fisk's the opener, one of the hitk a
sacrifice fly produced the John Castino homer in the
first run off Milt Wilcox ninth inning. California
before Molinaro, batting for erupted for four runs in the
Greg Pryor, tripled to right. fifth inning to victimize loser
Lance Parrish homered for Roger Erickson. He threw
the Tigers.
too late to third trying to nail
Red Sox 7,Orioles 5
Bobby Grich on one play,
Jerry Remy's hitting gave then missed a tag when
Boston its first two runs in Grich fell down during a runthe eighth inning and his down between third and
heads-up base-running gave home,Grich scoring.
the Red Sox the last of their
In the second game, Roy
three which helped carry Smalley, who had the other
them past Baltimore.
hit off Witt, hit a two-run
Glenn Hoffman singled homer, his fifth of the year,
and Rick Miller doubled in the fourth inning off Jesse
before Remy singled to Jefferson. Smalley also
right. He took second on the singled in the sixth and
throw home. Then, when Jim scored on a double by Glenn
Dwyer crashed into the right Adams.

By

Raiders Do Not Believe They Need To Be In Scouting Combines
alone. He prefers to operate
By BRUCE LOWITT
outside the usual channels.
AP Sports Writer
He's going head-to-head
NEW YORK (AP) —
Twentyseven teams in the with Commissioner Pete
National Football League Rozelle and the rest of the
belong to scouting combines, league over whether his
tho
cdin.puterized -Raiaers shOillaToe allowed to
professional organizations move from Oakland to Los
which scour the world for the Angeles. And in the next
couple of dayt he just might
best pigskin prospects.
break some more new
One team does not.
ground.
Guess which one.
The NFL draft will be held
If you said the Oakland
Raiders,go to the head of the Tuesday and Wednesday. In
:lass — where the Raiders 12 rounds, the best of the
nation's college seniors will
iappen to be these days.
Al Davis, the nfl's be divvied up by the league.
Vlachiavelli
(or In the first couple of rounds
11ephistopheles), is a man (barring such unexpected
developments as defections
to the Canadian Football
League), they'll be picking
"sure things," players virtually guaranteed to make
the 1981 rosters — and to
make their 19111 tax returns
The Oaks Country Club worthy of the attention of a
will begin offering golf battery of accountants.
lessons for its men and
The draft as it now exists
women members Tuesday.
was approved by the league
The lessons will be held on and the players' union in
the driving range.
February 1977 as part of a

Oaks Opens,
Golf Lessons

fiveyear
collective
bargaining agreement. The
draft was guaranteed, in
that agreement, through
1986. Prior to that, the draft
had been ruled illegal by the
courts, but the union and
club owners agreed upon a
revised version which has
yet to be tested.
The biggest running back
— in reputation,not size — in
this year's draft is George
Rogers of South Carolina,
almost certain to be selected
No.1 by New Orleans
The rest of the first-round

order is the New York Gian- players likely to go before
ts, New York Jets, Seattle, the first round ends are a trio
St. Louis,Green Bay,Tampa of defensive end-linebackers
Bay, San Francisco, Los — Hugh Green o Pittsburgh
Angeles, Cincinnati, (winner of the Lombardi
Chicago, Baltimore, Miami,
Kansas City, Denver,
Detroit,. Pittsburgh, Minnesota, New England,
Washington, Oakland (from
Houston, as partial payment
for tight end Dave Casper),
Cleveland, Buffalo, San
Diego, Atlanta, Dallas,
Philadelphia and Oakland
again.
Among the other premier

Please.
America is not
your ashtray.

of UCLA and Ronnie Lott of
Southern Cal, running backs
Freeman plcNeil of UCLA
and Randy McMillan of Pitt,
wide receivers David Verser

of Kansas and Mark Nichols
of San Jose State, and quarterbacks Neil Lomax of Portland State and Rich Campbell of California.

YOUR OH DEERE
LAWN AD ARDEN
EADO fintEtTS
Lawn Tractors
with Rear Bagger
The optional 4-bushel rear bagger fits both John
Deere Lawn Tractors — the 8-hp 108 with 30-inch
mower and the 11-hp 111 with 38-inch mower.
Tractors feature shift-on-the-go 5-speed transmission.
Color-coded controls. And roomy operator's area.
Both can be equipped with a front blade and a snow
thrower for even more versatility.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Come In Today For A
Special Discount Price

licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436.2372
Murray .4ky

Trophy as the nation's top
lineman), Lawrence Taylor
of North Carolina and E.J.
Junior of Alabama — along
with safeties Kenny Easley

—
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MSU Football Team Receives
Awards For 1980 Standouts
WA
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Gardner (Left) and
4-1
,
.---110731
offensive player of
lid
Gino Gibbs receive thedefinlgr
the year a‘ards, respectively, from MSU coach Frank
Reamer.

during the presentation by
ACCEPTING THE MORGAN E. SISK AWARD - Tommy Houk Is a happy recipient
Sisk.
E.
Dr. George Oakley and Mrs. Morgan

Crowded Derby Field Should Not Include Fillies
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1AP)There will be a crowd of 3year-olds in the Kentucky

Sports In Brief

Ruler, winner of the SpiraL after the colt finished third 45 3-5 half and a 1:10 1-5
Stakes and the Stepping in the Wood hiemorial for his three-quarters before fading
second straight loss after six to finish third.
Stone,
Jolley said the injury was
Among the hopefuls, who consecutive wins. Bill
one
that is "not serious or
replaces
Shoemaker
will not be bothered by the
long-lasting, but painful
money standard, are Arkan- Vasquez.
sas Derby winner Bold Ego; Shoemaker, who has rid- when It occurs."
Also working out were Tap
Well Decorated, the den in 20 Derbies and won
Bahamas winner who was three, flew in from Califor- Shoes, who has raced only
second in the Flamingo; nia Saturday night, worked twice this year and not since
er y c
pion Cure-the-Blues-Stinday-mor--tha ylitrningoldarch-28,..ancL
Santa An"5-175Thr
Splendid Spruce; Wood- ning, then left again for Well Decorated. Tap Shoes
went l miles in 1:53 1-5,
chopper, first in the California.
"He acts like he can be and Well Decorated went a"
Louisiana Derby and third in
the Arkansas Derby; rated," the 49-year-old mile in 1:403-5.
Tap Shoes bobbled on the
Flamingtvitimer Tap Shoes; jockey said after working
Wood Memorial winner the speedy, -front-running turn, which annoyed trainer
Proud Appeal, and Cure the colt three-quarters of a mile Horatio Luro, who thought it
in 1:11 3-5. "His action might have been caused by a
Blues.
Cure the Blues is trained makes me feel like he is the soft spot.
by LeRoy Jolley, who sent best 3-year-old I've been on,
out Genuine Risk to become this year."
Cure the Blues, nosed out
the first filly to win the Derby since Regret in 1915. He is by Proud Appeal in the oneowned by Bert Firestone, mile Gotham raced in 1:333whose wife, Dianna, owned 5, cut his left rear hock on
the first turn in the 1%-mile
NEW ORLEANS (AP)Genuine Risk.
Jacinto Vasquez, who rode Wood Memorial April 18, The minor disaster of a
Genuine Risk in the Derby, then led the field through the triple bogey-7 early in the
was taken off Cure the Blues first mile in 1:36 1-5, with a tournament served as the
turning point in Tom Watson's victory in the USF&G
New Orleans Open Golf
Tournament.
Watson returned to that
jarring experience - a shot
out of bounds that could have
knocked him out of the tournament - after he'd scored
Ernie Grunfeld, who hit 21 a two-shot triumph in a sucdespite the loss and guaran- have earned it."
The Rockets outscored the for the Kings, started the cessful defense of his title.
teed the Kings would return
to Houston Friday for a sixth Kings 13-4 in the opening second half by sinking the ."That was just stupid," he
minutes of the second quar- technical shot to tie the said of the triple bogey in
game.
"We were with them all ter to take a 33-23 lead, with game. From that point, it Friday's second round. At
the way," Fitzsimmons said. Malone hitting nine of the was Reid, who hit one of five that point, he was far out of
first half shots, who poured contention and was, in fact,
"They didn't kick us and I points in the spurt.
The Kings came back to in four of four and the In some danger of missing
will guarantee you we will be
back here. We play the hand trail by 46-45 at halftime, Rockets never trailed again. the cut for the final two rounReggie King led the Kings ds.
that is dealt us and this time. aided by a pair of technical
we've got a pretty tough fouls, one against Malone for with 24 points while Scott
He salvaged a 69 in that
playing a zone defense, and Wedman hit 16 and Sam round, followed that with a
hand.
We've survived two tough another against Harris, for Lacey had 12. Reid hit 16 brilliant, 8-under-par 64 that
series and we aren't out of it questioning referee Earl points for the Rockets, Mur- put him in.a tie for the top afyet. Granted, they may beat Strom about his call during phy contributed 14 and Billy ter 54 holes.
Paultz added 12.
us, but if they do,then they'll the halftime break.
He won it with a 270 total.

the 1980 2-year-old filly Truly Bound would start in
Champion who in four starts the 1 1-16-mile Oaks.
this year won the Fantasy "The size of the (Derby)
and then the La Troienne on field is what scares me, not
opening day at Churchill the quality," Delp said SunDowns Saturday, and is the day. "There's no sense runrichest 3-year-old in training ning in the Kentucky Derby
zith career earnings of just for the prestige of winning the Derby. It won't inT88,401.
---thisoThelICTruty-Bound-,--ereaseher-valueany..."
unbeaten in six starts, in- He set that value at $2
eluding two stakes last year million.
and the Fairgrounds Oaks Of course, a Derby win increases the breeding value
and the Ashland this year.
th overall in the championships.
Stephens
of a colt.
Woody
Trainer
BOWLING
Always A -Cinch, the
AKRON, Ohio 1API - Steve Cook said Sunday that a decision
rolled .ten straight strikes before on whether to start Heavenly California Derby winner,
leaving a 6-7 split as' he buried
be was injured while finishing
challenging Pete 'Couture 287-183 to Cause in the Derby would
win the $150,000 Firestone Tournament made Tuesday, but "most last in the four-horse Stepof Champions.
likely she'll run in the ping Stone Purse Saturday
Earl Anthony advanced past Mark
and will not start in the DerRoth in the opening round of the finals, Oaks."
221-192. But in the next match,Couture
the people by, which looks like it will
think
cooled Anthony with four straight
J.P. have the 20-horse limit. This
strikes in the simulated ninth and 10th (owners Mr. and Mrs.
frames of special overtime. The two
Ryan) have made up their limit is based on career
were tied at 205 before the roll-off.
mind to run the stake for money earnings and was
Couture took second place, Gary
fillies the Kentucky Oaks established after 23 raced in
Dickinson third, Anthony fourth and
Roth fifth.
next Friday), and I think 1974 when Cannonade won.
they're right," Stephens One of those who could be
kept out of the race by the
said.
Trainer Bud Delp said money rule is Mythical

Two top fillies, both
Derby next Saturday, but it
for tle Ira-mild Dereligible
doesn't appear any of them
will be fillies trying to by, are stabled at Churchill
duplicate Genuine Risk's Downs.
One is Heavenly Cause,
1980 Derby feat.

13) The Associated Press
Geoff Bodine on the 118th lap. Evans
GOLF
averaged only 67.426 mph and it took
NEW ORLEANS t AP - Masters him 1 hour,10 minutesand 9 seconds to
champion Tom Watson birdied five go the distance.
HOCKEY
tunes in an 8-hole stretch,en route to a
GOTEBORG, Sweden AP) - The
„finalround, 4-under-par 68 angl sucCzechoslovakia 1-1 in
tied
title
in
his
Union
the
Soviet
cessfully defended
AF8K; New Orleans Open.
the final game of the World Hockey
Watson's victory was by two strokes Championships, ending the tour'and his total of 270 was 18 strokes un- nament with an unbeaten record.
The Soviets had already clinched the
der par on the 7,080 yard Lakewood
title, but the Czechs lost their chance
Country Club course
the
pack to win the Silver medal when Sweden
Bruce Fleisher came out of
with a 66 and took second at 272. Gil took it by beating Canada 4-3.
Morgan finished third at 273. Barr)" The United States, with only six
Jaeckel and Jay Haas were next at members of the 1980 Olympic gold
275 Jaeckel had a 69. Haas 70.
medal-winning team on the world
AUSTIN, Texas AP) - Gene Littler squad:Neon the Pool B title to finish fitbirdied two of the last five holes to-give
himself and partner Bob Rosburg the
Legends of Golf Tournament by. a
stroke over Australians Kel Nagle and
Peter Thomson
Littler and- Rosburg shot a final
round 4-under par 66 for a 23-under par
By The Associated Press
257 over the PAR-.-,' Onion Creek
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Golf Club. while the Australians closed
BATTING 125 at bats I: Singleton,
258
for
with a 7-under-par 63
Baltimore,• .459;. Lansford, Boston,
By The Associated Press
Finishing in a tie for third with 16- .422; Kemp, Detroit, .407; L.Johnson,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
under par 264s were the Arnold Chicago, 393; Burroughs, Seattle,
EAST
Palmer-Dow Finsterwald and the Gar- .387.
Pet GB
W L
dner Dickinson-Dan Sikes combo.
RUNS: R.Henderson, Oakland, 21;
6% 7 4
The Pa Imer-F'instenvald team shot Carew, California, 14; Armas, Cleveland
'2
5113
7 5
a final round 4-under par 66, while Oakland, 13; Murphy, Oakland, 12; Boston
'1
7 5 .583
Milwaukee
Dickinson-Sikes fired a five-under par Evans,Boston,11; Rivers, Texas, 11.
8 6 .571
New York
65.
By MICHAEL A.LUTZ
RBI: Armas, Oakland, 22; Fisk,
7 8 .467 2
Spain's Manuel Chicago, 14; Murphy, Oakland, 13; Detroit
MADRID 'AP
AP Sports Writer
4 7 .364 3
Puiero finished the $80,000 Madrid Smalley,Minnesota, 12; Lynn,Califor- Baltimore
10 .333 4
*"'
Toronto
HOUSTON (AP) Open golf tournament with a 279 total nia, 11.
`NWT
to win by five strokes over Des Smyth
Coach Del
HTTS: Armas, Oakland, 26; R.Hen17 1 .944 - Houston Rockets
(akland.
of Ireland.
derson, Oakland, 26; Zisk, Seattle, 23;
to play
2
,
4'
team
his
.769
3
told
10
Harris
the
Smyth fired a 3-under-par 69.
Kemp, Detroit, 22; Carew, California, Chicago
8 9 .471 8'1 the Kansas City Kings as if
California
best score of the final round at the 21; Paciorek,Seattle,21.
6 7 .462 8/
2
1
Texas
6,828-yard, par-72 Puerta de Fherro
DOUBLES:• Armes, Oakland, 7;
they were in the final game
3 9 .250 11
Kansas City
Club course.
R.Henderson, Oakland, 6; Paciorek,
.267 1142 of the National Basketball
4 11
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP - Beth Seattle,6; Lansford, Boston,5; Kemp, Minnesota
4 12 .250 12
Solomon won her first LPGA event in Detroit, 5; Carew, California, 5; Sam- Seattle
Association Western ConSaturday's Gaines
- Seven years. defeating Jane Blalock ple, Texas,5.
2
,finals with only 48
Boston
ference
7,
Bakimore
QD the second hole of a playoff to win
TRIPLES: Peters, Detroit, 3;
Kansas City 4, Milwaukee 2
the $100,000 Birmingham Classic.
separating them
minutes
Cowens, Detroit, 2; Hobson, CaliforSolomon and Blalock finished the nia, 2; Castino, Minnesota, 2; R.Hen- Tonsnto 7, New Yea 2
from elimination.
Texas 8, aeveland 4
regulation 54 holes at Ise Green Valley derson, Oakland,2; Putnam,Texas,2.
Chicago 4, Detroit 0
The result was a stunning
Country Club tied at 10-under-par _206,
HOME RUNS: ARMAS,Oakland,6;
California 6, Minnesota 4
10 under par.
by Center
Singleton, Baltimore,5; Smalley, Minperformance
4
In the playoff, both parred the first nesota, 5; Zisk, Seattle, 5; Thomas, Oakland 7, Seattle
Moses Malone, who scored
Sundsy's (lames
two holes But Solomon parred the par- Milwaukee, 4: Nettles, New York, 4;
Chicago 5, Detrod 4
3 17th to earn the victory.
42 points and grabbed 23
Dan Ford, California, 4; Fisk,
Boston 7, Baltimore 5
Alice Miller finished third at 207, Chicago,4.
rebounds as the Rockets
1
York
New
2,
Toronto
Donna Capon+ at 210. and
STOLEN BASES: R.Hendersari,
.
PaIls Hayes and Nancy Lopez-Melton -Oakland, 12; J.Cruz, Seattle, 9; Ran- Cleveland 4, Texas 3
decked the Kings 100-89 SunCalifornia 7-2, Minnesota 1-5
at 211
dolph, New York, 4; Carew, Califorday.
1
Milwaukee 11, Kansas City
TENNIS
nia, 4; Murphy, Oakland, 4; Babitt,
' Now, Kings Coach Cotton
Oakland 9, &sidle 4
LAS VEGAS, Nev I AP) - Top- Oakland,4; Paciorek,Seattle,4.
ManrJay's Games
seeded Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
Fitzsimmons will make the
PITCHING 12 Decisions): Keough,
utniusi led Harold Solomon 6-4, 6-2 to Oakland, 4-0, 1.000, 1.00; M. Norris, Seattle (Bannister 1-21 at Minnesota
same speech Wednesday
capture the 10th annual $340.000 Alan Oakland, 4-0, 1.000, 1.64; Hoyt, (Wdliarns 03)
Toronto (Clancy 1-1) at Milwaukee night in Kansas City, but
K !lie Caesars Palace Tennis Classic.
Chicago, 3-0, 1.000, 0.00; McC,atty,
tiOURNEMOUTH,..England AP)- Oakland, 3-0, 1.000, 1.79; Watts, (Haas 143), in)
he'll be telling the truth Victor Peen of Paraguay. defeated Cleveland, 2-0, 1.000, 1.00; Lerch, Chicago Barrios JO) at Baltimore
the Kings have only 48
Katz Taroc-zy of Hungary 6-3,6-4 to win Milwaukee, 2-0, 1.000, 0.64; Forsch, (McGregor 0-1), in)
(h.• $15,000 Bntish hardcourt ,tennis California, 2-0, IOW, 3.18; Burns, New York (Guidry 1-1 ) at Detroit (Bail- minutes to avoid elimination
ey 1-2). (n)
championship
Chicago,2-0,1.000,3.03.
Boston (Torrez 1-0) at Texas (Matlack from the playoffs.
In the women's singles, which-was
STRIKEOUTS: Keough, Oakland,
Houston has a 3-1 lead and
played on a covered court, Jo Dune of 24; Langford,Oakland, 18; Eckersley, 1-2), In)
California (Forsch 2-01 at Oakland
clolcatell__Erapte's Sophie Bodton, 17; Burns, Chicago, 17;
.one victory away from a
is
iMcCatty 101, mi
Armach 4, 16, 6-3 to take the $1,200 M.N orris.Oakland,17.
in the NBA chamspot
Only games scheduled
prize
NATIONAL LEAGUE
'nimbly's Games
AMEI.IA ISLAND, Fla. A?) finals against either
pionship
CinCollins,
BATTING 125 at bats):
Seattle at Minnesota
Chris Evert 1.loyd devastated defen.421; Flynn, New York, .400;
cinnati,
or Boston.
Philadelphia
in)
Milwaukee,
at
Toronto
6ding champion Martina Navratilova
Rose, Philadelphia, .385; Henderson,
Chicago at Baltimore, In)
"Before the game, Del
0, 6-0 to win the . $250,000 Murjani Chicago,.380; Raines, Montreal,.380.
Kansas CXy at Cleveland, In)
Women's Tennis Association Chamwent to the board and wrote
RUNS: Trillo, Philadelphia, 13;
New York at Detroit, in)
pionships at Amelia Island Plantation. Templeton, St.Louis, 12; Collins, CinBceton at Texas, in )
'pretend this is game
In the doubles final, Kathy Jordan cumati, 12; Carter, Montreal, 11;
and Anne Smith beat Virginia RUZ3C1 Dawson, Montreal, 11; Schmidt, California at Oakland, n )
seven," Reid said. "He said
of Romania and JoAnne Russell 6-3, 5- Philadelphia, 11.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
we always play better the
7.7-6
EAST
RBI: Schmidt. Philadelphia, 13;
to
BASEBALL
Pct. GB
W L
last game. He told
Cincinnati, 13; Garvey,
Concepcion,
A46 NEW YORK AP - Baseball Com- Los Angeles, 12; Carter, Montreal, 11: Montreal
11 2
it
and
lead
our
forget
missioner Bowie Kuhn called on Herr,St.Lows, 11; Hendrick,St.Louis, St. Louis
9 2 .818 1
was 3-3 with 48 minutes left."
.667 2
major-league clubs to "vigorously 11; Murphy, Atlanta, 11; Cabell, San Philadelphia
10 5
prosecute" fans who attack players, Francisco, 11.
4 6 .400 5½
Pittsburgh
The Kings have had dif.364 6
and said his office would pay expenses
4 7
HITS: Rose, Philadelphia, 25; New York
picking which Rocket
ficulty
city
a
to
return
for witnesses who must
1 13
.071 10"i
Collins, Cincinnati, 24; Baker, Los Chicago
to tesUfy_aboutsuch incidents.
is the decoy and which one is
-Herndon,San Francisco,
20;
Angeles,.
Kuhn,ins prepared statement,cited ZO; Henderson. Chicago, 19; Raines. Los Angeles
13 3 .813 -armed with live amthis season's attacks on Pittsburgh Montreal, 19; Cey, Los Angeles, 19; Atlanta
9 7 .563 4
Pirates outfielder Dave Parker and Salazar,San Diego,19
8 7 .533 4,2 munition.
Cincinnati
Baltimore Orioles pitcher Dennis Mar039 7
7 II
The Rockets used Malone
I)01.1 IILES McBride Philadelphia, San Francisco
tinez. Parker was the target of a bullet
2
,
353 7'
6 11
Concepcion, Cincinnati, 8; Her- San Diego
9;
a decoy last Friday night,
as
game
a
during
hurled from the stands
.250 9
4 12
nandez, St Louis. 7; Flynn, New York. Houston
in Philadelphia earlier this month.
Games
Saturday's
Calvin Murphy and
so
Chambhsa,
6;
Philadelphia,
Rose,
6;
Last Wednesday in Chicago, Martinez
Cincinnati 2, Houston 1
Atlanta,6; Washington. Atlanta,6.
Reid blasted away
Robert
was hit in the head with a bottle while
2
TRIPLES: Herr, St.Loins, 4; Tem- Montreal 4, New York
of 43 points and a
sitting in the Orioles' dugout prior to a
total
a
for
1
Pkabtrgh
StLouis, 4; Baker, Los StLouis 5,
ramouf and required four stitches to pleton,
But Malone
92-88
victory.
3; Durham, Chicago, 2; Hen- Philadelphia 7, Chicage) 5
Angeles,
close a wound over his eye
derson, Chicago, 2: Richards, San Atkuita 4, San Francisco 0
came out firing Sunday.
AUTO RACING
innings
1,11
Diego
Seri
2,
Angeles
las
Diego,2.
MARTINSVILLE, Va. (AP) Snaky% Games
"I just want to win this
Schmidt,
RUNS:
HOME
Morgan Shepherd became the first
Philadelphia, 5; Carter, Montreal, 4; Montreal 8-7, New York 96
I don't care how
series,
rookie winner of a Grand National
Dawson, Montrealt, 4; Kingman, New &Louis 3, Pittsburgh 2
I get myself,"
many
points
stock car race on the Winston Cup cir2
Philadelphia 6, Chicago
York,4: J Thompson,Pittsburgh,4.
cuit since 1979 when he coasted to vic"I got 12
said.
Malone
BASES: Raines, Montreal; Houston I, Ckteinneti 0
STOLEN
tory in the Virginia 500.
13; North, San Francisco, 10; Lopes, San Franciaco 34, Atlanta 14
we still won
and
night
Friday
Dominating the last 200 laps on the
2
Diego
San
3,
Angeles
lzis
Los Angeles, 7; Collins, Cincinnati, 6;
525-mile Martinsville Speedway
when I
different
Games
no
it's
and
Masiday's
7 Tied With 5.
track, Shepherd drove his Pontiac to
PITCHING (2 Decisions): Valen- Montreal (Gulln 14) at Phila- get 42.
an easy triumph over Neil Bonnett's
zuela, Los Angeles. 4-0. 1.000, 0.25; delphia
Ford. Ricky Rudd was third in a
"I really think its great
Montreal, 3-0, 1.000, 1.33; (Ruthven 2-1). In)
Buick, followed by Harry Gant in an Sanderson,
3-0, 1.000, 2.45; Sari Francisco (Grain 1-0) at Las An- that the two Cinderella
Philadelphia,
Carlton,
Oldsmobile and Terry Laborite in
Sorensen, St.Louis, 3-0, 1.000, 3.32; gling
teams that nobody thought
Buick.
Los Angeles, 3-0, 1.000, 2.43; Neenah 40), (n)
MARTINSVILLE, Va. I AP 1 - Hooton,
would make it this far, are
24, LINO, 5.14; Only was idieduled
Montreal,Rogers,
Richie Evens came from last place to
llassdayk Games .
Pittsburgh, 3-0, 1.000. 3.15;
Rhoden,
battling it out for the
win the $19,665 Azalea lie, a 150-lap
&Louis at Chicago
Rincon,St.Louis,24. 1 000,0,59.
National Championship Modified
Western Confernce cham(n)
at
Pitikdelphis,
Montreal
Los
Valenmels,
STRIKEOUTS:
at Ma rtinsvilleSpeedway
pionship."
Angeles, 36; Soto, Cincinnati, 29; Houston at Atlanta, In)
Carlton. Philadelphia. 26; Ryan, Ssts Dago at fbNI. In)
Kings Coach Cotton Fitthe
Houston, 19; D.Alexander, San Fran- mows* atffig York. In)
Evans, who took the event for
praised his team
zsimmons
San Flce It Las Musks,(n)
la.
San
Francisco,
Blue,
16;
from
dace,
lead
the
took
time,
third straight

Majors
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"It's a cable. You weave a thread of it
each day. It becomes so strong that you
cannot break it'
Get in the habit of reading the newspaper.
Improve your awareness, spend your
money wisely, invest your money wisely, act
responsibly. Read the newspaper everyday and profit
by it.
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Washington Today

The Kentucky Board of Education
has approved an additional $50,000 in
state funds to be granted the Murray
Independent School District to aid in
the • construetion of the Murray
Vocational Educational Center to be
located on the new Murray High
School campus.
Deaths reported include GeorgeW.
Nicholas,88.
Ronnie Flood was inducted into the
United States Army in the April draft
call, accordng to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board
No. 10 of the Selective Service.
Marietta Farris, daughter of Mrs.
Dorothy Farris, sophomore at
Calloway County High School, was first place winner in the state poetry'
writing contest,sponsored by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs.
She represented the Murray Woman's
Club.
Rebecca Ann 'Tarry, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Tarry, has been
epifirky.,ed t
r pie Henrietta
, y
scnoin,
Baptist Foreign Mission Board, Richmond,Va.
Charles Hinds, associate professor
and director of the library at Murray
State University, will speak at the
United Campus Ministry luncheon.

But just under one out of seven
Americans — 15 percent — know
about Meese. Fully 85 percent of the
public says they don't know enough
about him to have an opinion, the
latest Associated Press-NBC News
poll said.
Stockman's public profile is not
much higher.
Only 23 percent of the public has an
opinion about Stockman, leaving 77
percent who don't know much about
him,according to the same survey.
For Meese, who actually likes to
operate behind the scenes rather than
the glare of television lights, such a
lack of attention is probably just fine.
But Stockman, the politician who
gave up a seat in Congress to join the
Stockman has been the man in the administration, might like a little
news with the numbers,the point man
more public recognition in case he
in explaining,Reagan's economic co.o-- •
_ ,
olob,„
are
It's not, thei0hat
Management and Budget, the former not paying attention to what's going
Michigan congressman has gained on in Washington.
the reputation of the chief budgetFor example, about three-quarters
cutter in a budgetcutting administra- of the public says it knows enough
tion.
about Secretary of State Alexander
After Reagan was shot, Meese was M. Haig Jr. to have an opinion about
seen on television time and again,ex- him.
')11 pors
And just under 80 percent said they
plaining how smoothly the adhow
functioning,
ministration was
had heard or read about Reagan
More than 10,000 books were
there was no loss of control of govern- economic proposals.
checked
out from the Calloway Public
the
accepted
rules
It
was
a
sad
day
of
it
in
the
news
society
and
is
If a reporter wrote a story that a
When the goings-on in Washington
ment in crisis.
Library
and Bookmobile during the
long
And,
it
business
when
overcame
remembered.
should
ambition
be,
man
was
.shot,
the
reporter had to
will directly touch their lives,
good judgment and all of the basic for the press is the one medium that quote a public official assaying so, month of May,according to.Mrs. Esco
His title is counselor to the presi- Americans pay attention.
dent, but some have said his power
rules just to win a prize or the admira- has so long shouted for rights of the either directly or indirectly. A Gunter, librarian; and Mrs. Ben
But they aren't paying much attention
of fellow workers.
makes him the prime minister to
public under the First Amendment, reporter's eye-witness account was Trevathan, bookmobile librarian.
tion to who's in and who's out, who
Reagan the president.
This
refers
to
all
of
the
shame
that
and
has stood at the battlefront in the not sufficient to satisfy the wire ser- Pictured are Scout members of the
won this battle over "bureaucratic
was
brought
down
upon
the
courts
to protect these rights.
vices. This meant that the reporter Order of the Arrow rehearsing Indian
turf" and who lost, who has the clout
Washington
Post
and
all
journalism
One
transgression
on
the
part
of
the
had
to check and verify his source$ of dances for Scout-O-Rama to be held
• and who doesn't.
when
Janet
press
gives
the
Cooke
her
fickle
admitted
to
public
the
opporinformation, and editors made this re-., April 29 and 30 and the Big Burley
naving
__-1n_short„the__ public
ALETTEh
• - - _ _
trority;
-aertyea,
editors
-Thar
Piilltizer--prizez
iglitcto-rati
attrail
ethelit a nineNo story-evtr-pasS,-MarituPaducati, much attention to a lot of the stories
Letters to the editor are welcomed
Deaths reported include George W.
us
for
winning
not
practicing
feature
story
was
a
comwhat
we
ed
have
the
news
desk
without
attribution
if
time,
great
deal
of
consume
a
that
and encouraged. All letters must be
Colbura,66.
posite
fabrication
containing continually preached..
the circumstances required it.
signed by the writer and the writer's energy and attention of politicians
Mary Ann Crawford, Greta Brooks,
In
my
more
than
50
mAnufactured
quotes.
Her
years
in
the
purpose;
it
Writing
changed
a
lot
after
the
close
reporters.
address and phone number must be and bureaucrats. And
and
Shirley Crutcher were recognized
business,
I
seems
to
me,
was
have
seen
major
to
write
a
super
adof
World War II. Sentences were
included for verification. The phone
as earning their state degree in the
vancements
made
in
the
heart-touching
story
without
process
of
regard
Made
shorter
for
easier
reading
and
nitmber will not be published.
gathering and disseminating the clearer understanding. Repetitive at- Future Homemakers of America at
to the facts or truth.
Letters should be typewritten and
news. Many of these advancements tribution was eliminated and the Mother-Daughter Banquet held
The
public
soon
forgets
the
good
double-spaced whenever possible
have been mechanical, but just as reporters were encouraged to tell the April 22 by the Murray College High
and
it
deeds
that
are
done
by
the
news
And
I
say unto you, Ask,
and should be on topics of general
much
advancement has been made in story in words familiar and easy for Chapter of the FHA.
.
e
media in exposing transgressions of
interest.
shall be given you: seek and
the
writing
and the presentation of the them instead of following the formula. Births reported at the Murray
"
be
public
officials
and
misbehaviors
of
Editors reserve the right to shall find; knock, and it shall
news
in
an
understanding manner to Even now, some newspapers re- Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
-man
in
general
as
well
as
selective
condense or reject any letter and opened unto you. Luke 11:9.
the
public.
praise
of
individuals
and
groups
for
quire that reporters to jazz up the Janes Sullivan and a boy to Mr. and
limit frequent writers.
Persistency
in
praying
will
open
worthy
accomplishments.
That
Personal
journalism
is
the
has
all
but
news, so to speak, instead of merely Mrs. C.E.Sirls.
Address correspondence to:
Mr. and Mrs. D. Judson Ellis of
many
doors
—
of
even
press.
disappeared
from
the
thote closed job the
scene and the putting down the prosaic facts. The atEditor, The Murray Ledger &
Hopkinsville
announce the
But,
let
the
press
be
the
culprit
in
a
discarding
by
jumbled
cumbersome
forneglect
for
many
years.
mosphere,
How
much like that in a novel,
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071. '
major transgression or violation of mula of the old summary lead has is sometimes put into a story in a con- engagement of their daughter, Betty
ften do you pray?
made for faster reading and clearer cise manner because it enhances the Lou, to Harold G. Beaman,son of Mr.
presentation of the facts.
reader's ability to understand the cir- and Mrs. C. H. Beaman of Murray.
Looking back though, there was cumstances under which the news
Letters To The Editor
some merit to the old required sum- happened. Weather, storms, slick
' 30 Years .4g()
mary lead, and the stiff requirement roads, and other conditions are often
Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt of the
for attribution,
important parts of a story.
Houston-McDevitt , Clinic, Inc., was
Granted, there has been im- named as vice president of the Kenprovements in writing since World. tucky Obstetrical and Gynecologist
War II, this does not give a reporter Society.
till PhleNssild Sysd . 1st
One year in the Jaycees, runs from all home football and basketball display.
the
license to stray from the mandate
May to May, and this 1980-81 year is games.
Pvt. Gerald D. Humphries, son of
This is just a few of the some 85 proto
report
the facts and be sure they Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humphries, has
We, along with the Kappa Depart- grams we have ran this year. This has
nearing its end. I would like to at this
are verified facts and not the whim- completed his training at Camp
time thank our community for the ment of the Murray Woman's Club been a truely outstanding year in my
sical
imagination of one source.
Breckenridge and will now report to
support given us this year. I wish to ran a haunted forrest and carnival. life and I thank the Jaycee organizaTUE
•• In the last few years, too many Fort Lewis, Wash.,for further orders.
thank the businesses in our corrimuni- We sponsored the -Harlem Globetrot-: tion for the chance to serve my comt
iotOW
E
young reporters have-tried to emulate
First Lt. Tassanilla Hopson, son of
ty for their support of our programs, ters, gave a Christmas party for munity this year.
the
youngsters who uncovered the Mr.and Mrs. Hood Hopson of Murray,
Thank you,
especially, The Murray Ledger and many less fortunate children in the
TIlE MIN
Watergate story. They're more in- has been assigned to duty at -Bolling
Joe Kelso,-President
Times, WSJP, the Peoples's Bank, community. We sponsored two scenes
terested in seeking recognition and Air Force Base, Washington,D. C.
in city-county park Christmas
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
and the Bank of Murray.
glory than earning a slow but solid
Leemon Owen ( Bird_ Dog Miller.
We have completed many programs
-reputation as a thorough and Sam Veal, Carolyn Graves, and
this year, Some of them,are listed
National Letter Writing Week
reputable newsman whose creden- Vester Orr are new 'officers of the
here. We sponsored both Park League
tials speak for themselves.
Student Organization at Murray State
teacher. I wish that I could see my
and Jr. Babe Ruth baseball teams, Dear Editor,
First, the youngsters must learn to College.
Our Reading Class recently recor- grandmother; that I could live on a
donated 9100 to the Jaws of Life fund,
be reporters before they can become
The annual Fifth Sunday meeting of
$100 to TIKI Mast, $150 to muscular ded three wishes each: one that was mountain, that I could be an actress;
investigative reporters.
the Blood River Baptist Association
distrophy, $200 to the rescue squad, personal, one for someone else and that we could have 18 recesses every
The Janet Cooke incident serves as will be held April 27 and 29 at the
tilirrtjat
"
and several other worthwhile pro- one for eveeyone in the world. We day,and that we had school only once
44'6117t41*
a
warning te, us all in this profession Memorial Baptist Church. The Rev.
grams. We also raised $345 for would liketo share some of our wishes a month!
•
,';„'„,
that public confidence is the greatest Buren Richerson, pastor at Locust
old ("I :1',V
Wishes for other people included: I
Juvenile Diabetes, and 9900 for the with you in honor of "National Letter
asset weTrossesst.
Writing Week."
- -Groveehureliamederatar-Telethon of Stars.
wish Mom would get a new sewing
Some personal wishes were: I wish machine; for the new boy in our elass
Good quality fat steers are listed as
We sponsored a Tri-State Murray
selling for $33 to $34 this week at the
Invitational Swim Meet, and the that school was only four hours long; to have a lot of friends; that Mom and
Murray Livestock Company.
County Fair. We work with ,Murray that I was rich; that I had a baby Dad won 9100,000.00; and that my
State University on program sales for sister; that when I grow up I will be a cousin could live with me.
1011(1 In History
Wishes for the whole world included:
I
wish
for
all
people
to
be
free
Pancake Day Successful
By The Associated Press
and to have their freedom; for all
'--011111111111.1IND
Today
is Monday, April 27: the 117th
Dear Editor:
mons Bakery, Rickman & Nor- people to be healthy; that everybody
The Murray Civitan Club's recent s-worthy Lumber Co., Decor Store, would not say the word,"hate;" that
Heartline is a service for senior Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio. day of 1981. There are 248 days left in
Annual Pancake Day was a huge suc- Parker Ford, Home Federal Savings all the gas stations were not so high so citizens. Its purpose is to answer 45381: 'Please allow six- weeks for. the year.
Today's highlight in history :
vess and we want to express our & toau,. nk -or /dungy,--petveg -•-it• wouldn't cost all that money for questions and solve problems. If you delivery. And, with all Heartline
On April 27, 1941, Athens fell to Gerthanks to the public for its support and Bank, Colonial Bread, Murray Auto gas; I wish everybody in the world have a question or a problem not an- books, this one is unconditionally
to the many business firms who so Parts, Murray Branch Hopkinsville would be happy; that we would get the swered in these columns, write to guaranteed. If for any reason you are man invaders after.180 days of Greek
generously gave donations of money, Savings dr Loan, Winchester Printing second space shuttle made; that Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West not satisfied with the book, you can resistance during World War II.
On this date:
merchandise,and services.
Services, Penny Rich-Product by people would not be drafted. I wish Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will return it to us for a full $9.95 refund.
In 1521, Portuguese navigator FerWe wish to thank The Murray Hilda Whitnell, Murray Supply and that all the prices in the stores Would receive a prompt reply, but you must
HEARTLINE: My mother is a
Ledger dr Tirnes for its splendid Scott Drugs.
go down and that everyone had a bank Include a self-addressed, stamped en- widow. She lives alone and is, so far, dinand Magellan was killed by natives
in the Philippines.
coverage, Trenholm's Restaurant,
Again we say Thank You Murray full of money. I wish summer would velope. The most useful replies will be in good health. I am worried because
In 1791, the inventor - of the
W.N.B.S. Radio, W.S.J.P. Radio, for your support.
printed in this column.
she is not eating very well. Often she
last forever.
telegraph,
Samuel Morse, was born in
James Sykes Plumbing, Security
HEARTLINE:
My
sister,
who
lives
day
and
not
a
only
eats
one
meal
a
Sincerely,
•
Pancake Day Committee
Federal Savings & Loan, Boone Launin another state, just received her very good one at that. There are some Charlestown, Mass.
Mary Ann Carter's
Prentice Dunn,Chairman
In 1937, the first Social Security
dry, Flav-O-Rich Milk, Owen's Food
copy of your 1981 Almanac for Older days when she doesn't eat at all. She
3rd Grade
Lillian Dunn
ment
was
made.
Market,Sears — Murray,Lynn Grove
there
Americans,
and
has
written
me
about
she
is
alone
that
says
that
since
Reading
Class
at
Carter
Edith Carson
In 1945, Allied forces took control of
Egg Co., Parker's Grocery, Gibson
it. She is delighted with her copy and is no reason for cooking a big meal. I
Elementary School
L.A. Jones
Ham Co., Paducah Bottling Co.,Samtold me that she has never seen a book told her that she does not have to fix a Genoa and Verona in Italy near the
on retirement that contains the varied big meal, but a good meal with varied encrof World Wur II.
Ten years ago: South Korea's presitopics and information of interest to foocts. I told her she has to eat more
mu
—therray Ledger & Times
senior citizens that this book does. I than soup, vienna sausages and fried dent, Chung Hee Park, won a third
f USPS 308-790
want to order a copy,and she gave me eggs. Please help me convince her term.
Publither
Walter L
Editor
It Gene
Five years ago: The Vatican anyour
address, but failed to tell me how that lam right. M.N.
The Murray Ledger & Musa I.
nounced
the appointment of 19 new
RESOLUTION
much
the
book
costs.
I
am
really
If
she
ANSWER:
You
are
right.
rrery afternoon except Sundeys,
of
hour
in
this,
their
pathy
Christ:nos Day, New Years Day and
Murray Business and Professional bereavement, and direct them for anxious to receive it, because she told does not have Et balanced diet, there Roman Catholic cardinals, including
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., MS N. Oh St, Women's Club.
Murray,Ky.urn.Second Class Postage Poid
comfort, to Him who protects all who me it contains a chapter called will be a deficiency of some vitamin Archbishop William Baum of
WHEREAS, Mrs. Frances Shea, a put,their trust in Him,and finally, be "Guide to Widowhood - The First or mineral which will, sooner or later, Washington, D.C.
mom*,Ky.0571.
31J55C3IPTION RATES: In areas served by past-president and a member of the
One year ago: U.S. Defense
Year", and I am recently widowed show up by causing some part of her
it
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance.
Secretary Harold Brown ruled out
Bymen lei Calloway County and to Benton, Har- Murray Business and Professional
RESOLVED, that a copy of these and feel there may be some real help health to deteriorate. She should take
din; Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
Women's Club, has endeared herself resolutions be included in the minutes for me in settling my husband's better care of herself. She doesn't bartering with Iran for the retan of
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $3um per
every one with whom she was of the Murray Business and estate. Please let me know the price of have to cook a big meal to stay the bodies of right American serto
year. By mall to other destinations, ISM per
vicemen killed in the aborted hostage
during the years,and
associated
year.
Professional Women's Club, copies the book and how long it takes for healthy. Many of the vitamins and
Mamba'of Asiciated Prose, Kentucky Press
WHEREAS, our true and beloved sent to the members of her family, delivery. C.K.
need are available in rescue attempt. ,
minerals
that
we
Association sad Southern Newspaper Publishers
Today's birthday: Former Federal
Frances Shea,died on April 2,1981, be and a copy sent to the newspaper for
ANSWER:. Heartline',s 1981 fresh, raw fruits and vegetables. Not
Nominee.
The Ameciated Prom is exchnively untitled to it
Board Chairman Arthur
Reserve
for
therri
Almanac
for
Older
preparation
necessary
Americans con- much
publication.
republish local news originated by The Murray
will
our
Club
Burns
is
77.
RESOLVED,
that
tains
over
200
pages
of
she
discuss
her
what
we
conall.
We
suggest
that
at
Ledger &Times as wen as all ether AP news.
Signed at Murray, Kentucky this
Thought for today: Ambition is so
always remember her as one of it's 16th day of April,1961.
sider, after years of helping the eating habits and possibilities for
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bminees Office
5931914 members whose good influence within
elderly, to be the most useful and changing them with her doctor or a powerful a passion in the human
Ossified Adverts/at
793.1914
Bobbie Waters,
most often needed information for dietician. Good health doesn't just breast that however high we reach we
Retell(Display) Advertising
7i31919 our Club and her community shall
Circulation
1‘7113191$ never die,and belt further
President
retirees and those- approaching happen, and is not just luck. It comes are never satisfied — Nicolu
News and Sports Dept.
7931919
RESOLVED,that we extend to her
Betty Lou Hill,
retirement. To order your cope, send from caring for the body properly, Machiavelli, Italian
political
bereaved family our deepest sym- , Vice-President
$995 to Headline's Almanac, 114 East and thireans eating right.
philosopher (1469-1527).
An AP News Analysis
By EVANS WIT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Just who is
Ed Meese? Or Dave Stockman, for
that matter?
A lot of people in Washington could
quickly answer these questions,
describing two of the powerful men in
the Reagan administration.
But what's important in Washington
may not be worth a second glance in
Des Moines, San Jose or Kalamazoo.
What's common knowledge in the nation's capital is often a mystery in the
hation at large.
And a mystery is what Meese and
Stociunan are to most Americans.

Shame In Journalism

Bible Thought

Thank Community For Support
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EARTLINE

Club Remembers Shea
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CCHS Class Favorites
Senior Class

Junior Class

Three Murray Area_Students
Receive Century Scholarships
Three Murray area
graduating high school
seniors have been awarded
$500 Century Club scholarships to attend Murray State
University for the 1981-82
academic year.
They are Keith Edward
Ford, Murray Route 2;
Franklin Wayne Jackson,
1313 Poplar St., and Lanesa
Carol Jones, Murray Route
4.
Ford, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. and Norma Ford,
plans to prepare for a career
as an electronic engineer. He
ranks three in his class of 222
students at Calloway County
High School.
Activities during Ford's
ior. year have included
set,ing as Beta Clu

Debbie Stubblefield and Mike Jackson-

Sophomore Class

Tom Thurmim and Jennifer Waldrop

Freshman Class

Team,assistant editor on he
annual staff, soundman for
choral group, participant in
creative writing contest at
state Beta convention, won
regional awards in extemporaneous speaking and
member of the Pep Club.,
Jackson, the son of Mr.
. andMrs. Willie Franklin and
Martha Ann Jackson, ranks
in the top ten percent of his
class at Murray High School.

Frantlin.lacksone

Lanese Jones

Keith Ford

Her high school activities least $100 each to the
Jackson plans to prepare
for a career as a civil have included serving as scholarship fund of ,.the
engineer. He is a member of majorette
Alum. ;Association, all
Who's
Who
Amon
.g_ Future Horntlinakers of receipts of each yearibeing
.'America L.ArkeilgEP
Amerieen
Yettinfartoi
_ ,
Students, member of the Club atld Speech Team.
Another $39,150 in scholarMurray High football team, Forty-five Century Club ship aid also has been
Yi-Y Club and the Spanish scholarships,- totaling awarded to students for the
$22,500, have been awarded upcoming year through the
Club.
Miss Jones, the daughter through the university's named scholarship program
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Leon Alumni Association to of the association, making a
and Linda Faye Jones, is outstanding high school total of more than $61,650 in
ranked second in her seniors for their 1981-82 awards presented for the
graduating class at freshman year at the univer- 1981-82 school year.
Calloway County High sity.
Named scholarships are
School. At Murray State, she
The Century Club is made established in memory or in
plans to major in computer up of businesses and in- honor of individuals or are
science.
dividuals contributing at sponsored by businesses.
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This Season For Favorable Planting
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Rusty McKenzie and Lisa Hale

Cindy Hughes and Mark Duncan

Fourth Book Co-Authored By Kumar Released
The .Philosophy of
Saivism," -the; fuui th book
authored or co-authored by
Dr. Frederick L. Kumar, a
professor of philosophy. at
Murray State University,
has been released.

Canada, but also across study of Indian philosophy a
upe' .arid Asia.
trve arid ultimately
e
Much of Kumar's research perhaps a new direction."
for the 128-page-book was
Kumar, who came to the
done in the British Museum
Library and in the School of Murray campus 11 years ago
Oriental and African Studies from the University of Bomat the University of London. bay in India and where he
Printed by The Acorn
In the book's foreword, was chairman of the DepartPress. Durham, N.C., and in Albertine Guar of • the ment ot Philosophy, also is a
India by Oxford &AIM Department of Oriental past visiting lecturer at the
Publishing company, New Manuscripts and Printed 11110 UTS1 y
Delhi, the book deals with Books at the British Museum
He is the author of "A
one of the oldest and most in- Library wrote: "Dr. Comparative Philosophy of
fluential traditions of.India. Kumar's work is truly a Ramanaja and Browne,"
It will be available not only pioneering effort and as such and collaborated with three
in the United States/ and well capable of giving the others in the writing of two

Murray Scenes
Scenes from the city of
Murray have been featured
in the March-April issue of
"Art Voices" magazine, a
West . Palm Beach, Fla.
publication that profiles artists of the United States.
Jerry Speight, instructor
of art at Murray State
University and author of the
article,collaborated with the
photogi dpi er 'to 'construct'
the text. Richard Abrahams
completed his Master of Art
degree in Photography and
presented his final exhibit in

the Clara M.Eagle Gallery. The photographer placed his
The theme Of the show was- camera at an angle to the
Nocturne" and contained front of the trailer to em35MM enlarged prints and 4- phasize the perspective of
x 57 contact. prints all made the aluminum form- which
at night around various was illuminated by the
parts of the community.
security light and moon
The featured photograph
was made at Walter Jones
trailer park on Miller
Avenue. To produce the image, Abrahams - used-a-tripod enabling a three to seven
minute exposure capturing a
Schutt trailer, the haloed
moon, and a security light.

other books,"Introduction to
Deductive Logic" and "Introduction to Inductive
Logic."
Kumar, a native of Bombay and a naturalized
American Citizen, recently
was awarded one of two
$3,000 Presidential Research
Fellowships at Murray State
for slimmer rece.are
He plans to complete a
work, entitled "Philosophies
of The East," a critical examination
of
the
philosophies-of China, India
and Japan.

The rains and the sunshine are hardy, multiply and
make the weather just right , smell heavenly. If anyone
for planting for summer needs yellow chrysanblooms, and adding to the themums, I have lots to
ple4sing appearance of our share. They are ready for
towfi. To-drive around and transplanting.
view the dogwoods and
City Rated 7-9
azalias in bloom - white and
On 0-10 Scale
pink - one is overcome with
In the "All Kentucky City"
the beauty of the place we state rating, Murray, entercall home. Murray and ing the first time, rated well
Calloway County.
above the average in a scale
Landscapers are busy put- of 0-10 with no category scorting in plants, new and ing less than seven. A total of
replacements. These - plants 2,200 points more than the
are set while in full bloom so necessary was recorded.
Murray submitted eight
that we e'en see the fruits of
our plans immediately. out of the nine categories
Many gardens flourish by possible. Because we had
the hands of their owners. done nothing in the past year
There.are few joys that ex- in the items listed, that diviceed the feeling of dirt in sion was not entered. Those
ones own hands, Planting, —things were: energy contending and weeding. In case servation education; citizens
we are limited on tithe, it prrams-friir polution conwould be betterito purchase trol; solid waste disposal
in full bloom and plant them (sanitary land fill operaso their beauty is im- tion); beautification promediate. The Wesley grams; correcting slums
Fellowship Hall plantings, and'blight; establish or imnext to me, look like they prove sanitary garbage
have been there seasons.
disposal; community-antiDon't forget to provide for litter campaigns; placement
hot summer and late fall of litter recepticals in trade
blossoms and color. These and public areas.
This "All Kentucky City"
include::roses, zenias, lilies,
all fairly easy to grow in the rated a nine, our highest
sun. But don't forget to plant grade, in hospital developthe dwarf marigolds by ment and improvements; in
every rosebush and any improving or expanding
other plant that attracts in- parks and playgrounds;
sects. They are so easy to locally sponsored orchestra
g. For or little theatre groups.
the drough season, use the
We rated eight in the
following: industrial site
hardy hydrangias.
Then for fall there are can- development; building a
nas, salvia, coxcomb, and good industrial climate;
the faithful _chrysan- citizens advisory participathemums. The four o'clocks tion; rest and convalescent

City Photos
Are Published
overhead.The composition of
dramatic darks and lights
emphasizes the three forms
that exist at the tips of an imaginary triangle. His use of a
wide angle lens to create a

slight distortion and the
combination of the soft illumination of the man made
and natural light personify
his "Nocturne- theme of the
feelings and sbunds of the
night.

Get a headstart
in your new town.

What
Has Happened
To Jury Trials
Did you know that
from 1978 through
1980 of over 180 indictments in Calloway
County, only 17 were
tried before a jury?

ELECT MIKE WARD
COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY

c 'WI/elf*

Born 8 Roised In Collowoy CO.
Pond For By Harold Ellington, Treasurer

Meru Monvilton 753-5570
One of the Murray stones featured in "Art Voices."

4

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Mike Ward Believes .
We Should
B.Trying More Cases
Before Our Juries!

Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings Call-me--your WELCOME WAGON Hostess
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time And the gifts, community and bu:oness informatiot. I bring
_ win) save your family time and money..
Let me hea fro yOu scon

Inge King 492-8348

home development; educa- Anderson, the 10-month old
tion - buildings, teaching daughter of Dan and Dr.
staff improvement, cur- Mary Ann Taylor Anderson
riculum, library develop- -was listed by the wrong
ment, adult education, name in the story about her
economic education pro- Uncle Bob Taylor. She was
grams;
community incorrectly given the name
awareness-programs for the Ashley which is the name of
elderly, youth activities, her little cousin, the
religious activities.
daughter of Uncle Bob.
David Graham, chairman Mrs. Crenshaw whom the
of the recent contest, said story featured, and who
next.year's entry (1981) will retired from teaching first
use only questionaires - no grade in Georgia, was
pictures.
Outstanding Teacher in
Sorry,Tommy and
America in '74 and recognizFrances Lea
ed as Distinguished Georgia
_ Nobody likes to be left out Citizen in '75. I had her a
or have his name listed member of Kappa Delta
wrongly and we all want to Gamma
educational
beidentified correctly. In re- organization which is incorcent columns these errors rect. She is former president
have been present and I am and member of Delta Kappa
apologizing and saying,"I'm _Gamma society.
soriirfo:
I've set the records
Lt. Col. (Retired) Thomas straight, Thomas, Frances
Ross Sammons, U.S. Air Lea and Hazel. Forgive me.
Force, was not mentioned in
the article I wrote about his
sister, Hazel Sammons Crenshaw. He is 58 years old and
employed with the Civil Service and resides with his
Subscribers who have not
family in Las Vagas. His received their -home-delivered
duties with the military have copy of The &Ply ledger I Times by
taken him abroad most of his 530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
are urged
years. His mother, Mrs. J. T. 3:30 p.m. Saturdays
to coil 153-111i between 5:30 p.m.
Sammons, a widow, con- aid I LS. today trough Friday. or
tinues to reside in the family 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saliardays.
home on Main Street where
A circulation deportment emall eight of the children - ployee is on duty during these
Rachael, Lois, Sarah, Nan- time periods to insure delivery
cy, Hazel, John Gene and of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by i p.m. weekdays orThomas - were reared. She is i p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
recovering from a fractured delivery.
arm bone and is able to
The regular business office
assume her household hours of The Hurray Ledger I Timesas. h 5 p.m.. Monday
ore
duties.
Little Miss Frances Lea thro*Fsriday and I p.m. is look
Sot
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Hog
Federal-State
April 27,1981
Kentucky Pur
Report Include
Receipts: Act
Gilts _50,75 b
stances $1.00 h
US 1-2 210-240 1
US2 210-250 lbs
USI-3 240-2601
US 2-4 250-270 1
Sows
US 1-2270-3501
US 1-3 300-450 I
US 1-3450-5001
US 1-3500.6501
US 2-3 300-5001
Boars 28.00-31.
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Jobe
Funeral services for Mrs.
Kate Hawley Jobe, widow of
Thurman B. Jobe, are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Baptist Church, where
she was a member, with the
Rev. James Garland officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as pianist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Houston Hawley, David
Hawley, Wallace Jobe,

Miss Avis Holt died Sunday at the Henry County
Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.
She was 76 years of age.
She is survived by one
sister,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Wheatley, Murray; two
brothers, William Holt,
Buchanan, Tenn., and John
Holt, West Virginia.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial
will follow in the Mt. Zion

Willis Bucy, H. B. Wright,
and George Zak. Burial will
tollow in the Puryear
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Miller Cemetery.
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Jobe, 75, died Thursday pt the River Bend Nursing "home, Grand Blanc,

Robert I. Pierce
Dies; Memorial
Services Tuesday

Miss Avis Holt
Dies; Funeral Is
Today At Chapel

•

•

Lenice E. Fisk
is FloMe

'Dallas' Star
Jim Davis Dies
In His Sleep
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Jim Davis, who played the
crusty,
white-maned

Robert James Pierce of
No. 39 Shady Oaks, Murray, patriarch of TV,;,s scheming
popular
died Friday at 4:32 p.m. at and extremely
the Murray-Calloway Coun- Ewing clan, has died ,in his
ty Hospital. He was 68 years sleep at the age of 72, just
weeks before filming of
of age.
The Murray man was a "Dallas" was to resume.
A memorial service will be
retired tool and die maker.
Born Feb. 4, 1913, in held Friday for Davis, who
.afWaterloo, Iowa, he was the was found dead Sunday
son of the late Clayton R. ternoon by Blanche Davis,
Pierce and Gladys Robison his wife of 32 years, according to Ruth Marsh, a
Pierce.
Survivors include his wife, close family friend. The
Mrs. Marion Hamilton Pier- gravel-voiced actor, who
ce, to whom he was married recently underwent surgery
on May 29, 1937; one for a perforated ulcer, died
daue,:.ter, Mrs. Nancy Mae as he napped at the couple's
Meyer, Chilton, Wisc.; one Northridge ranch home.
Davis portrayed oil tycoon
son, Kenneth James Pierce,
Jock
Ewing on the hit CBSHarvard, Ill.; one sister,

Rayburn Honored By University
Dr. Letricia Gayle Rayburn, director of graduate studies in accounting
at Memphis State University,joined a

plications" — which have been adopted by more than 100 leading universities in the United States and overseas.
While working toward the doctoral
degree in accounting,,
she

small and select circle Saturday night
when she was named a Distinguished
Alumnae of Murray State University:
A native of Murray,she was one of
five alumni selected for the coveted
honor and named at the University's
annual alumni banquet by Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of
Murray State.
c
Also named were: Dr. Ray Mofield,
a professor of journalism and radiotelevision at the university; Tom
Rickman, Santa Cruz, Calif., screen
writer and whose "Coal Miner's
Daughter" script earned for him a
1981 Academy Award nomination; Dr.
Gene W. Ray, executive vicepresident of a computer systems
group at San Diego, Calif.; and Edwin
0. Norris, Kingsport,Tenn.,attorney.

,ThedSaturday-

received at age 2b at iMS
.4i -State
University, Dr. Rayburn passed the
Certified Public Accountant (CPA
examination on her first attempt and
was awarded
Louisiana's silver
medal for her grade. She earned the

Dr. Letricia Gayle Rayburn
90 articles that have been published in

ttionr.,

master's degree in accounting at the
University of Mississippi.
Experienced in both public and
private accounting, she also passed
the Certified
Management Accounting examination and is listed is a
number of biographic publications.
Her husband, Mike, also a Murray
native, is a health care administrator
who is completing work on a doctoral
degree in business administration.
ye at 5737 Buxbriar, Memphis,
two chile-.;•sese&pliank,
13, and a daughter, Beverly, 11.
Dr. Rayburn's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Douglas, 309 North-12th
Street, Murray.

azf
e shi-vitY4d.13Y
."41
as
.ks —
'Holland, Mich.; two' rand- a powerful empire hut a soft honored in the
58-year history of the
Lenice E. Fisk of 507 South
Darrell Jobe and wife, Rita,
Tools for Effective Marketing Adheart for his family. - ,
children.
institution,
and six grandchildren — 13th Street, Murray, died
ministration" and "Principles of Cost
"He was a father to all of
Mr. Pierce was a member
Dr. Rayburn has written more than
Karen, Gary, Diane, Robert, today at 8:30 a.m. at his
Accounting
us,"
said
Steven
With Managerial ApKanaly,
of the Emmanuel Baptist
William, and Donald Jobe, home. He was 82 years of
Church where memorial ser- who played Ray Krebbs,
Grand Blanc, Mich.; sister, age.
vices will be held Tuesday at Jock's ranch foreman and
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Bertha Hines, Hazel;
10 a.m. with the Rev. Jim illegitimate son.
half sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Mrs. Lola Cox Fisk; one
"He was one of the finest
Fortner officiating.
Wright, Texas, and Mrs. daughter, Mrs. DOn
men I ever met," publicist
There will be no visitation
'Laura Taylor, Florida; (Marian) Starks, Florence,
Three Paducah men were charged
police, the spokesman said. He added
Michael Druxman quoted
according to police reports.
as the body was donated to
sister-in-law, Mrs. Myra Ala.; three grandchildren —
Sunday
with third-degree burglary in
no one was found in the church but
Kanaly
assaying.
the University of Kentucky
- Also charged in the case was Mary
Orr, Murray; half brothers, Paul and Water Starks,
most of the doors inside "were busted
"Losing him was like connection with a break-in at the
Medical School. The BlalockHagen, 19, with receiving stolen
Tuett Hawley, Texas, and Searcy, Ark., and Patricia
Sinking Springs Baptist Church, acopen."
property over $100,the reports said.
Coleman Funeral Home is in losing a real member of our
Eastland, Houston, Texas;
Houston Hawley, Mayfield.
Johnson was arrested as he walked
family," said actress Linda cording to a Calloway County
Both were lodged in the county jail,
charge of the arrangements.
three
nieces
—
Mary
down the road and Broach was
Gray, who portrays the Sheriff's Office spokesman.
the reports said.
Bowden, Henry, Ts
,
Those charged with the Class D
on., Anarrested in a Hazel residence, the
hapless Sue Ellen, in a
The car was recovered on Highway
nie Alderdice, Mayfield, and
statement from her Los felony were Samuel Earl Johnson, spokesman said.
94 East after it allegedly was involved
Clevie Morrow, Knoxville,
David Allen Foglesong and Jackie
A microphone case and an organ
Angeles home.
in a one-vehicle accident.
Tenn.
light, both from the church, were
Actor Larry Hagman, who Broach, the spokesman said. Each
The
Max
Churchill
found at the edge of the woods, the
plays Jock's son, J.R., the was placed under $10,000 bond in the
Ch •••
Funeral Home will be in
best-loved villis
spokesman said.
an on TV, was Calloway County Jail, the spokesman
Mrs. Willie (011ie Lou)
charge of the funeral and
From the city police, a juvenile
vacationing in Europe and said.
(Continued From Page 11
Holt died Sunday at 2:55
burial arrangements.
EDDYVILLE,Ky.(AP) — could not be reached for
According to the spokesman, a
charged with theft by unlawful taking
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Cunningha
and Lisa Hale.
m
State officials suspect a comment.
sheriff's deputy spotted a car behind
over $100 in connection with theft of a
Paducah. She was 77 years
Murray
For
High, under the direcsuspicious origin for a fire
Lorimar
car from a N.8th Street residence betProductions the church. As he checked the
of age and a resident of
tion of Mark Etherton, Natalie Simthat gutted a furniture fac- spokesman Tom Bishop said building, one of the men allegedly ran
ween
11 p.m. and 5 a.m. April 25-26,
Paducah Route 9.
pson placed second in discussion.
-tory at the Kentucky State Davis had been on the job from the church into woods nearby,
Born Dec. 17, 1903, she was
Kate Shepard and Mike Childress also
Penitentiary, but a closer filming "Dallas" until Mar- the spokesman said.
the daughter of the late
took second in duo acting.
examination will be made ch 23, when he underwent
Several items from the church were
Henry Mitts and Nancy
Kimberly Oles was third in
before arson is "suspected surgery.
sitting by the church's front door, the
Peeler Mitts.
(Continued From Page 11
dramatic interpretation. David Boyd
outright," according to Dan
spokesman
said.
Foglesong
"We completed production
was
Mrs. Holt is survived by
took third in dramatic interpretation.
The funeral for Charlie Kreutzer of the state fire
for the season April 9, so he arrested under some shrubs by the
County after he sold his home to Dr.
her husband; Willie Holt;
Martin McCuiston, formerly marshal's staff.
Tigers who qualified for the finals
really only missed one front door,spokesman said.
Stout, which is located in Calloway
one daughter, Mrs. Paul
were Charles Cella, discussion; Tarry
of Calloway County, was
Kreutzer, along with Don episode," Bishop said. That
Foglesong
allegedly
authorities
told
(Anna)" McManus, SymCounty,Ky."
Cavitt and Kellie Overbey, duo acheld Thursday at the chapel Senf, an arson-bomb in- episode
is scheduled for that three men were involved in the
The complaint states that the action
sonia; two sons, Jewell T.
of
ting;
Matt Harrington and Carol
the .Sawyer-Fuller vestigator for the state broaecast
incident
and one carried a sawed-off
next Friday.
Holt, Calvert City Route 1,
was brought pursuant to Kentucky
Spann, duo acting; Kate Shepard,
Funeral Home, Berkley, police, and James Potter, a
shotgun,
spokesman
the
But
Grant
said
said.
the
cast
and Jerry Holt, Syrnsonia;
Revised Statutes 118.176, which states
Mich. Burial was in the state
poetry interpretation, Lisa Russell,
police
detective had been notified about a
Sheriff's officials were aided in a
sister,
that any qualified voter may question
Mrs.
Viller White
prose interpretation; Tarry Cavitt,
Chapel Cemetery assigned to the prison, in- week ago that
search
the
of
Davis's conchurch by Murray
Schroader, Dexter; two
the "bona fides," or good faith, of any
there.
broadcasting, Natalie Simpson, girls
spected the remains of the dition was not good.
brothers, Dallis
candidate seeking office. It asks for a
Mitts,
extemporaneous speaking; and Lewis
The family requests that factory on Saturday. He adProducers for the series
Murray, and Charlie Mitts,
special hearing before the -court at
expressions of sympathy ded that it could be another
Bossing,original oratory.
said they had no immediate
Paducah; 10 grandchildren;
special term and for Morris' costs extake the form
Those who received superior
of con- day or so to completely plans on how to proceed
with
one great grandchild.
pended for the suit.
tributions to the National Ar- check out the facility.
ratings included Kellie Overbey,
the
"Dallas"
storyline
The funeral will be held
The matter was brought before the
thritis Foundation.
Amanda Hammack, Whitney Taylor,
The fire, which occurred following Davis's death.
Murray Head Start will hold open
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
Calloway County Board of Elections
Karen Hainsworth, Lisa Mikulcik,
Mr. McCuiston, 80, a last Friday, did not threaten
Davis, who stood 6-3 and house and pre-registration for the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
within the last month, according to
resident of Berkley, Mich., the main part of the prison.,
Erin O'Brien, Mike Childress, Bill
looked every inch the part of 1981-e2 school year from 9 a.m. to 3
_Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Maura Yoo, election commissioner.
died Monday, April 20, at the
Bossing, Gus Moore, Kimberly Oles
The fire was filmed on a cowboy oil baron, ap- p.m. Wednesday,April 29,at
the Head
Leamon Blalock, the Rev.
You said that the commission did not
William Beaumont Hospital, videotape, according to
and Lisa Russell.
peared in more than 150 Start Center.
Ray Carter, and the Rev.
strike Wilson's name from the ballot
Royal Oak, Mich. Born Jan. Prison Superintendent Al
films
and
300
TV
The
shows
center
is
located
in the Child
Marlin Mitchell officiating.
after commissioner Wayne Flora
8, 1901, in New Concord, he Parke, and that film will be
before striking it rich with Studies building across the street
Nephews will serve as
talked with several persons conwas retired in 1968 from the used by investigators in their
"Dallas."
from the Special Education Building
pallbearers and burial will
(Continued From Page 1)
cerning Wilson's place of residence.
Ford Motor Company.
probe of the fire's cause.
In
addition
on the Murray State University camto
wife,
his
follow in the McDaniel
"I don't interpret it as the job of the
year.
Survivors include his wife,
Kreutzer said the fire star- Davis is survived by his pus.
Cemetery in Calloway CounBoard of Elections to make an inOn behalf of the association, Hurley
Mrs. Loretta E. McCuiston; ted in a section where only mother
and t*o sisters. The
Head Start is a federally funded
ty.
vestigation of a candidate's residence
presented Vinson with a plaque and
two sons, Martin T. Mc- lumber was stored. He said
couple had only one child, program program primarily for low
if he swears to it on his declaration
Friends may call at the
an engraved silver tray to his wife,
Cuiston, Royal Oak, Mich., he didn't believe flammable Tara,
who died as a teen- incoine families. The guidelines for
papers," Flora said. "That matter
- funeral home after 6 p.m.
Anne, an executive secretary in the
and Herbert A. McCuiston, materials or liquids were in ager in
an automobile crash the 1981-82 school year are an annual
tonight(Monday).
would have to be decided in the Ciroffice
of Dr. Frank Julian, viceBerkley, Mich.
the area.
several years ago.
income of $8,450 for a family of four.
cuit Court."
presicivet for student development.
He is also survived by six
About 120 inmates and
Davis's
official
CBS Those wishing to register their child
Although Wilson had not been
At tfie conclusion of the program,
sisters — Mrs. Max (Mavis) prison personnel were in the biography
listed no year for should bring with them income
notified the complaint had been filed
which
was held in the ballroom of the
Hurt and - Mrs. Newell factory at the time of the his
birth. Mrs. Davis verification, such as last year's W-2
Federal-State Market News Service
when reached for comment this mornew University Center on the Murray
(Esther)
Doores,
Kirksey,
April 27, 1981
fire, according to officials. referred questions to Ms. forms or pay stubs.
ning, he said he "imagined" he would
campus; Morgan
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Mrs. Joe (Juliet) Hargrove There
passed
the
were no injuries, Marsh, who said the actor
Head Start serves 3-, 4-, and 5-yearReport Includes6 Buying Stations
challenge the suit. However, Wilson
president's gavel to Dr. Ben Humand
Mrs.
Norva (Ruth) Parke said.
Receipts: Act. 704 Est. 500 Barrows &
was 72.
old children and offers both homewas aware the Board of Elections had
Gilts .50,75 _higher Sows--steady in- Riley, Mayfield, and Mrs.
ph' ys, a professor in the Department
Inmates were sent to their
based and center-based programs.
stances $1.00 higher
looked
into the matter.
of Professional Studies at the univerUS 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$39.25-39.50 Ira (Lola) Morgan and Mrs. cells after the fire broke out,
County, as well as city children, are
"I live on Route 3 on Highway 94
US 2210-250 lbs
sity and a member of the Class of 1950.
$38.75-39.25 Sonny (Hilda) Parkhill, officials said. It
took fire
accepted in the program.
US2-3 240-2601bs. .,
$37.75-38.75
East and have since the end of 1979,"
Also installed as the association's
Hazel; three brothers — units from three neighboring
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Those persons having questions
Wilson said.
Sows
1981-82
officers were Hurley, the
Rupert McCuiston, Kirksey, towns about five hours to
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)(USDA) —
regarding registration should call 753US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$31.00-32.50
Claims made in a lawsuit give only
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
president-elect, and Mrs. Donna HerMacon
McCuiston
,
NashUS 1-3 300-450 lbs.
bring
the
blaze under con- 2200; compared to last
$32.00-33.50
week's close 7286 between 8 a.m.and 4 p.m.
one side of the case.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
ndon of Murray,the vice-president.
233.50-36.50 ville, Tenn., and Sen. trol.
slaughter steers 1.00-1.50 higher;
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
836.50-37.50
slaughter
heifers
1.00-3.00
Patrick
higher;
McCuiston
,
PemUS 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Alsd housed in the building
831.00-32.00
cows and bulls not fully tested early,
Boars 28.00-31.00
broke.
is a garment plant and sec- limited offerings steady;
limited m
calves and vealers fully steady;
tions where upholstery and
KEEP THAT GREAT
feeders opening steady: choice 335metal fabrication is done.
GM FEELING WITH
1250 lb slaughter steers 64.0046.70;
.
,
.good- and -choice -.1900-1230 -lb 62.00- W
GENUINE GM PARTS
64.00; good 810-1310 lb inclucling
dairybred.s 55.20-62.00; choice 8004045
lb slaughter heifers 62.5045.10; good
l'rit es of stocks of local interest at II and choice 635-1000 lb 59.00-62.50; good
The Murray State News sports story; first, pera ni local time today,furnished by First 850-1000 lb 53.7549.00; utility cows
43.00-47.90; canner and cutter 39.75- gleaned 13 awards in the an- sonality profile.
of Michigan Corp of Murray
43.00; slaughter bulls grade 11735-2265 nual
Kentucky
Ann Wooten, honorable
InIndustrial Average
4.09 lb 59.25-60.00; grade 1-2 1075-1630 lb
Press mention,sports story.
52.0056.25; good and choice 195.235 lb tercollegiate
Air Products
46 unc vealers 75.50-87.00; choice 300-400 lb Association newspaper conCurtis Brown, second,
American Motors
414-14 calves 61.00-65.00; feeder steers
Ashland
31%-% medium frame 1 303-500 lb 71.00-75.50; test. The awards were feature picture.
American Telephone
5514+1'4 500415 lb 83.00-72.50; 725420 lb 63.50- prelented at the KIPA conDuane Spurlock, third,
Chrysler
61a-14 65.75; large frame 1 650-800 lb 62.75- vention Friday
and
editorial
Saturday
cartoon.
Ford Motor
23%-14 80.25; medium frame 300-500 lb 64.00
GAP
Lisa
Cannon
134+1i 71.00; 500475 lb 61.50-61.00; large in Louisville.
Green,
General Dynamic
1980 Citation
33%-1/4 frame 2 mostly Ho/steins 400.450 lb
second,personality profile.
Individual
General Motors
award
winners
5614-1 55.50-59.00; 610-800 lb 54.00-66.00;
Darrell Monroe, honorable
General Tire
10,000 miles, two tone brown, power steering and
254 unc heifers medium frame 1 300-400 lb included:
Goodrich
27-14 62.0046.50; 400-500 lb 60.0044.00; 520mention personality profile.
brakes, air, automatic, AM-FM radio, tilt steering.
Goodyear
Mark Anderson, second,
19N unc 670 lb 58.0041.00; medium frame 2 350The Murray State News
nor oil
32%
680 lb 53.5041.00.
ad
campaign;
second,
s6,477.00
Heublein
also won third place in the
33's+111
Hogs 800; compared to last Thur- original
ad illustration.
I.B.M.6014 unc sday barrows and gilts cloiRd 25
school's division for page
to
Jerico
26b,2614a mostly 75 higher; 1-2 215-270 lb 40.25Kathy Boswell, third, ad layout.
Kmart
231-4 4-14 40.60; 2 215-245 lb 40.00-40.25; 245-290 lb
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Kuhn's Big K
no trade 39.60-40.00; 2-3 220-250 lb 39.40-30.60; campaign.
Tom Farthing is faculty
753-2617
641 South, Murray
Pennwalt
31144 250-270 lb 19.0049.40; sows steady to
Ken Crawford, second, advisor the the school
Quaker Oats
344+14 1.00 higher; 1-2 300-350 lb 33.50-34.50;
753-4141
Texaco
35-s 350-400 lb 34.50-36.00; 400.480 lb 36.00- continuing news coverage; newspaper and Dr. Robert
Y
GM
I rojns
GM QUAUT
Q stirvic
HIGHWAY 641 N.
US.Tobacco
38+1 37.00; 450-500 lb 37.00-39.80; 500490 lb first, investigative
repor- McGaughey is chairman of
Wendy's
19b,1924a 39.25-40.40; boars over 300 lb 34.50DIVISION
MOTORS
MOM
MIMI
ting.
the Journalism Radio-Tv
35.25.
C.E.F. Fund
14.72
Dottie Curtsinger, second, department.
Sheep untested early.

Paducah Men Arrested Here

Mrs. Willie Holt
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Wednesday

Suspicious Origin
Cited For Fire
At Penitentiary

Spee

C. M. McCuiston
Dies; Is Former
County Resident

Wilson...

Head Start Plans
Pre-Registration

Alumni...

Hog Market

Livestock Market

Special

Stock Market

urray State News Is
Inner Of KIPA Awards

Fish Dinner $299

IA111,1\1SII115KVILLAGLI)( )(,‘ fltl)'

Ii

On 1 ht' ‘Ir time

11t1rraN
c•01

$10000
ODDS AND ENDS
SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
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I.tegat Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway .District Court by
Jessie B Wooden Executrix of the estate of
_Glenn C. Wooden. deceased Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District Court
on or before May 6, 1981
the date of hearing

A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Catherine Berry, Administratrix, of the estate
of Joseph N. Berry, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be Tiled in
the Calloway District Court
on or before May 6, 1981,
the date of hearing.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court. All
claims against these estates
should be Wed witli the
fiduciary within six months
of deate of qualification

Ann P. Wilson. Circuit Court
Clerk

Ann P Wilson Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
William T. Jeffrey, Executor
of the estate of VvrIliam F
Jeffrey, deceased Exceptions to this settlement
most be 'filed in the
Calloway District Court on
or before May 6. 1981. the
dato
.ITT

• REWARD
For information leading to
the arrest or conviction of
the persons who took four
hangings (or banners) of the
members of the Murray Art
Guild off the Court Square
Friday *night, April 17_.
71,..'..,:44.10411111ffe*r a of
said hangings. Tbritact the
Murray Art Guild, 106 N
6th. 753-4059.
.4.

Ann P Wilson Circuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice

2. Notice
Bible facts Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333

_CROSSWORD PUZZLER
67 Silver alloy
ACROSS
1 Amount
Abbr
owed
DOWN
5 Fall short
9 Pronoun
t Obstruct 12 Sandarac
Z
.Epoch
tree
3 Smashes
4 Heavy
13 Above tenor
14 Beverage
footstep
15 Partners
5 Scale note
17 Missives
6 Apportions
19 Clothes.
7 Roman road
8 Land parcel
9 Beer mug
European
maker21
10 German gencountry
tleman
22 Winter vehi11 Comfort
cle
16 Yes Sp
24 Near
18 River duck
25 Pale
26 Rocky pinna- 20 Endures
22 Stalk
cle
23 Folk wisdom
27 Assault
29 Letter abbr
25 Sagacious
27 Japanese
31 Bitter vetch
aborigine
32 Abstract
thing
28 Ventilated
29 Peel
33 Exists
34 Glib
1 2 3 4
35 Pronoun
36 Guarantee
12
38 Before
15
39 African
antelope
19
40 Compass ot
41 Concoct
, 22
42 Horned
20
mammal
44 Moves side31 ,
wise

46 Name
48 Aromatic
herb
51 Golf mound
52 Expired
54 Former Russian ruler
55 Entity
56 Church
alcove

35

42

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

COMO LICCIOU
COMM MOM Mi
CD MIME =IOU
LICCI CLEM 131510
CLIC MUDDDu
MUM COMO=
MCC CUM
CUCCULIC CUM
DOOM CUM
1110 LEICUCC DLI
CUM MOM a
DUCEIC CDOCCU
MOM MIMIC
44 Cut
45 Exclamation
47 Cretan
mountain
49 Screw
threads
50 Transgress
53 Reverse Prefix

30 Simmer
34 Persevere
36 Preposition
37 Joins
39 Stares
41 Inclinations
42 Fence opening
43 Unlock
5

1

7

9

II

17

231

a

55

-Attotney:

Bettye Bridges. Rt 1, Murray. KY Deceased. Devoe
Bridges, Rt.l. Murray, KY
Executor, Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse. Murray, KY Attorney.
R.B. Patterson. P.O. Box
153. Hazel. KY 42049
Trustee for. Nesbitt, Ina
Dunn: Trust,Courthouse. Murray. KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice
Vernon s
Western
Store
Leather Vests

Now $49.95

ial
Tots.

Kt. hose
parkagr for

753-8292S

304 Slain

-

Turn your living room into a
greenhouse. Possible to increase all plant production
.91%. Free report. Cathy
Blackburn. 821 Curtis St.,
Paris, TN 38242.

Two women will
clean houses or
office. $6.00 an
hour. Call 7539587 ask for
Brenda.

sed Funtitere & Apaces. We boy. sel - or
rode for 1 piece to whole
states' mast for the
inning canning
MASON fruit jars, by the

205 S. Stli
753-4669

Temple Hill
Cemetery Upkeep

34
30
41
T.
41

S3

49 SO
54

Sealed bids will be accepted through
Saturday May 2nd. Bids may be given to
John Grogan 753-6685, Bob Nanny 7534937. or Kenton Woodall 753-4689.

57

BE SURE TO
COME HOME
ON
TIME

WHEN IT'S HOT IN THE
ROOM, AND YOU FALL
ASLEEP AT YOUR DESK...

DON'T
FORGET

YOUR MATH PAPER
STICKS TO YOUR HEAD!

I TIED A STRING ON MY
FINGER TO IREMINn ME

WON'T

I'LL BET EVEIZY5OOY IN
ENGLAND 15 cuRT5EyiN3
ON ACCOUNT OF
PRINCE CHARLES AND
LADY 5PENC_ER

ing, must have apparel
sales experience and be,
available any hours. Apply
in person - MINNENS,
OLYMPIC PLAZA. An equal
opportunity employer.
No experience necessary, as
.you will enter into our extensive training program.
large Kentucky corporation
is seeking to employ two
representatives for your
area. Age 21 and over,
minimum high school and
must be bondable. We offer
an excellent fringe benefit
program. If you feel you
may qualify, send brief
resume to: P.O. Box 648,
Mayfield, KY 43066.
$180 Per week part time at
home. Webster, America's
foremost dictionary company needs home workers
to update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience
unnecessary. Call 1-716845-5670. Ext. 1134.
Responsible person with
own transportation willing
to assume day to day
responsiblity with children
and in household. Light
housework, driving for
childrens after school functions. Month of May only.
Salary negotiable. Call 7533493 for interview.

7. Storage Bldgs.,
.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
I THINK I JUST LEARNED
5OMETHIN6, MARCIE

cANYT &o
Ti45 NIKE,SARGE

Gold

6. Help Wanted

HODGE a SON

Carter
Studio

9. Situation Wanted

5. Lost 8 Found

Reg S100 )0
Open 9 Gym to 9 p.m.
753-7113

29 30

it)

47

SS

• ray,.

2. Notice

NEARING TINTS
SET WM
Paw.
311110111CITIZENS
Shop
lentos, Ky. - Elechesic
Mario, tests w11 he GIVEN
Olympic Plato
IN YOUR NOME en Mee.
PAWN - BIT throng& hi, by leiteete.
SELL - TRAM
history-Mated Nearing Aid
Open 9 ci m to 8 p m
Specialists will perform the
91111
tests.
Anew! who has trouble
hearing is welcome to brie
BIBLE CALL
a test seine modern elecof God:
Evidence
tronic equipment te deter- 759Order
&
Design
which
less
is
ewe
if
his
mine
4444; Bible Story nosy be helped. Some of the
causes of hearing loss will
7594145.
be explained, and diorama
of how the ear works wiN be
shown.
Lost: German Shepherd. 8
Everyone should hove a
alb months old, tan and black,
hearing test at least Ow- _
wearing choke chain.
year if there is any trouble
or ell hearing clearly. Even
Reward! Call 753-2452 or
..,now se- •
„-sApanpie
'
/WM=
heiniag aid, or Wiese who
Lost: Golden Labrador
hove been told nothing
Retriever pup, 8-;'finenths
codd be done fei tains
old, white with 'tan -ears.
shoeld hove • hawksg test
and find oat if they ore one
Last seen in Court Square
of the many a hearing aid
vicinity. Reward! 753-9872.
can help.
tests
Mooring
The hoe
cal be GIVEN IN TOUR
Daytime counter help needNOME Mon. *meek hi.
ed.
Apply in person at
1:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. For
Burger Queen.
appointment, cell Belton*
527-1463 Benton, Ky.
, Immediate part time open-

21

04 41

52

Frances W. Shea, Rt.6. Murray, KY Deceased. Francis
X Tat) Shea, Rt.6. Murraf
KY Executor. Harold T

25

27

51

Nicole Michelle Clayton,
Rt.l. Buchanan, TN 38222
Deceased. Delbert E
Clayton. 44 Bree Cove.
Jackson, TN 38301 Administrator, Gary R
Haverstock, 105 N 6th St.
Murray. KY Attorney

lidwariberne)

10

ao
as
32

10 11

14

13

2. Notice

WHY
NOT?

I NG,ROWN
TOENAIL

TWAT'S NOT
INGROWN!

THATS TERRIFIC' WHERE DID
1100 LEARNTO CURTSEY
SO WELL"

,NOW
IT IS

MR.DITHERS*
INSISTS ON IT EVERY
MORNING

For your custom crocheting
of most any pattern call
435-4355.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-1973 or
•
753-3413.
-Will do babysitting in your
home. nights and
weekends. 6 years experience. Have references.
CaB 753-8K7 after 4 pnt.
Will do auto and truck
repair, 19 years experience,
reasonable rates. Phone
753-9292 or 753-4706.
Will clean house and offices, Monday through Friday, $4 per hour. Call 4374346.
Will break and disc__
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will do babysitting in my
home any shift..Conveniently located call 489-2864.
Will do babysitting in my
home, have relerences. Call
753-6129.

Handyman will do the odd
jobs you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 DM.

13. For Sale or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058 or 762-4352
after 5 pm.

14. Want To Buy
Colonial style drop leaf
table with extension leaves
and chairs. 753-5851 or
753-8040.
Upright bass fiddle, also
.would like to sell 2 cheap
guitars CaW 753-9400
Used, low bed. metal trailer
for hauli9g, lawt tractor.

15. Articles For Sale
Fence posts, 3" diameter x
610" long, creosoted.
$2.10 each. Murray Lumber
Company, 104 Maple.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speahers450. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
2 Steel awning type windows 48"x66" with
screens. 3 ton central airconditioning condensing
unit.. 153-5851or 7538040.

16. Home Furnishings
Barrel table and 4 swivel
chairs, excellent condition.
Also wicker furniture;
couch, 2 chairs, and table,
original paint, excellent
condition. Call 753-6391
after 5 pm.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Service, new-used...cat pet
shampoos. No. 16 Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-6050.

19. Farm Equipment
Fast farm tire service.
Economy Tire 8 Service. Call 753-8500.

A 10 hp Case tractor mower
with hydraulic drive. Call
753-1760.
1150 Massey Ferguson tractor with equipment. 410
Massey Ferguson ,combine
both headers. Call 4928989 or 492-8204.
1973 Massey Ferguson 300
model combine Call 4892300
Two row Holland tobacco
setter. Call 1-382-2860.

20. Sports Equipment
.22 Cal. pocket automatic
pistol, stainless steel. new,
$100. 489-2773.
For sale: Colt 45 automatic
pistol. Blue with case. Like
new, $250. 489-2773.
The Pistol. People; Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy'
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours-8-5, Sunday
1275,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
.Baby Grand-piano for-sale.
Beautiful
refinished
mahogany case, all new strings, tunner,_ pins, hammers, and key top. New pin
block throughly reconditioned by professional
piano technician. $2750.
Call 437-4432.

isit you coroW piny
organ? Rat hero
MO argue Wog furnish Moo orris in yaw
Mame no charms you
PI wet for
imam
CLAYTON
733-7575

SAVE
Savo /
1
2 of new pries
on *iv repossessed
. Loss than 1
our old. Yoke up
nthly payments.
753-7575

Approximately 1000 board
feet of wild cherry lumber.
753-7531
Expert front end align
ment, S15. Economy
Tire 8 Service. Call for
appointment,
753
8500.

Condominium --for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Far_ sale: Masonary
ment; 2 saws, 1 electric.
mixer. Call Puryear, 1-901247-5722.
- Firewood, cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory, $20
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534151.
Hospital bed for sale. Call
753-6531.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Landscaping ties, 3"x5"x8'
long. Murray Lumber Company, 104 Maple.
Oregan bars for Homehte;
Poulan, or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99, 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

26. TV-Radio
Scott, 3768 AM-FM stereo
receiver, 75 watt per channel, 2 Scott 1978 3-way
floor speaker system. Still
under warranty. Call 7532809.
Wanted: Responsible person to take up small monthly payment on 25" color
t.v. Warranted. 753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
Aireline mobile home,
12x60, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, good condition. Call
437-4874 after 6 or 1-354;
8638.
1971 Mobile home, 52x12,
on 2 lots. Small down payment, assume loan, 81
/
2%_.
interest. In New Concord
area. Call 436-2555.
1974 12x60 Mobile home,
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, central
heat and air, underpinning,
concrete steps plus storage
shed. 753-7192.
Now moving Mobile Nimes
anywhere, in any candy,
nationwide!
MOBILE NOME
MOVERS, INC.
Ray Griffon
753-7975

Three bedroom, 2 bath,
dishwasher, double oven
Call after 5 pm, 759-4839
1975 Viking, 12x60 mobile
home, furnished. Call 7535867.

28. Mob. Home Rents

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.

12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court. located Murray DriveIn entrance.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call 4892611.
Two bedroom trailer,
12x60, furnished, very
clean, in Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2118.
Two bedroom, PI miles
641 South, $150 plus
deposit. 753-4699.
Two bedroom trailer for
rent, furnished. clean, in
Murray. No pets. Call 4892118.

AVAILABLE NOW

as much as
$25,000.00 Face amount of guaranteed
cash value life insurance for your child if
yee qualify. As Rttle as $10.75 a month.
Protect year child's Wm today.
Because you love them...tiff OF
GEORGIA. Kerry Lettering., Agent. Call
437-4512 for an appointment.
Ar.

30. Business Rental

29. Heatmg4oling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air cdnditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.

30. BusinessRental
For rent: Single or multiple
near
space,
office
downtown Murray. Phone
753-4109.

37. L

Saddli
West
Repel
Work
Cover
For rent: Cleanup shop with
air-compressor and gas heat
at 327 North 4th. 7533018.
Rental space for retail
Dixieland
in
store
Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street next
State
Murray
to
University. Coll 7533018.

32. Ap.ts. For Rent

PRE-SEASON SALE

A,M0.4r,

ANG0
77A/E E5CAPEP
K/LLER5,

22. Musical

'411 rectrit-erkiency apartment, 2 blocks from University, $120 per month, $120
deposit. 753-9829.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7514109.
Duplex available for retired
individual. No pets. Call
753-3913 or 759-1616.
Furnished apartments for
rent. Call 753-4684.
Furnished apartment, 1 or
2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.
One bedroom furnished
wwWty
a rinteirt
redecorated, private entrance, near University. Call
753-7418 after 3 pm.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, air-conditioned,
121 North next to
Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. one block from
campus, $145, water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
One bedroom apartment,
redecorated, downtown,
$50 deposit, $150 a month
Call 753-9251
Two bedroom duplex, all
appliances furnished. And
1 bedroom furnished apartment. Call 753-2967 after 5
pm.
Comfortable now 2
bedroom dapiox, in
quiet residontiol aros
off Doren Rood. Noe
pump and insulated
for economical realty
bills. Sound proof between apartments. Appliances furnished.
;275/ month. cos

759-4130 or
753-9898
Coleman
Real Estate
. Two bedroom duplex, fully
carpeted, close to M.S.U.,
electric
heat,
airconditioned. Call 753-2792.
Two bedroom duplex for
rent, stove, refrigerator and,
atr-contlittorier furnished.
$180 plus deposit. 7539612 or 435-4114

LI
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33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, 1 block
front University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
1 bath, large great room,
nice size kitchen, $250 per
month, Panarama Shores. 1-924-5421 or 1-924-5307.
For rent. 3 bedroom house.
gas heat. nice yard, good
neighborhood. 753-8895.
House for rent, 5 room, unfurnished house in the
country, $150 a month plus
$150 deposit. 753-3293.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, contrete patio and
Excellent.
grill.
neighborhood. on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year.
lease required, $400 per
month. Available June 1,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM.

36. For Rent Or Lease
Need it?
Rent It1
Air Compressors
We got it and much,
meek more.
Post Hole Diggers
Malan
OF

rENTE%

2055. Mahe 733-1211

Ste
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43. Real Estate

37. threstock.supplies 43. Real Estate
Saddles, English &
Western Solos •
Itepain • Costae
Wert - Tents sad Beat
Covers MIMI&
TAYLOR
LUMEN CO.
116 5. 61b /AnylieN
1-247-3134

Bulls for sale. Performance
tested 1/2, 3/4, and 7/8
blood Simmental and
Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance bulls
for over 900 performance
tested cows are being offered. for sale. Broadbent
firms, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Phone days 1-235-5182.
2 year pld
/
For sale: 21
bull. 489Angus
registered
9cri, ,
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
Visitors
753-6100.
welcome.
Rabbit cages for sale. Call
492-8205.
1979 WW Trailboss horse
trailer. Call 767-6158.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Dachshunds. One
minature red, male puppy,
$75; Wirehaired male, 9
months old, $60. 1-5279700 after 1 pm.
AKC Registered Great Dane
aUgPies. MAtst sell $75.
Call 753-3749.
AKC registered Chesapeake
Bay Retriever pups, 8 weeks
old, outstanding hunting
and guardian stock. Phone
753-6491 before 2 pm.
AKC German Shepherd puppies, 28 _champions, 5
generations. Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Dog obedience classes for
AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding covered runs. 436-2858.
Dachshund puppies to.sale. 474-2325.
For sale: 2 grown apricot
Poodles, male and female.
Call 753-2250.
Pit Bull Terrier, registered.
2 years old. 753/
female, 11
- 3052.

HOME ON LAKE WITH
EXCELLENT VIEWS,
LOCATION-No. 357 acre WL. Fronts recreational lake for 107 ft On
all-weather road from 195
ft. School bus by. Smiles to
store. Rolling plot features
oak and hickory shade trees,
45x90 garden area Brick
rancher is in good condition,
offers 3 bedrooms, bath, kitchen with range. tile and
carpeted floors, heat pump
for warm and cool air, good
insulation, well water,
fireplace, porch. Double
carport, 10112 wooden tool
shed. Good location, excellent lake views and a nice
home all for $51,000. Call for
an appointment to see it
today!

Joe L.Keenan Broker
1112 Coldwater Rd.
7534186(Anythne)

BUY 14 THE 1E01
the cenfir -of elie*licni
this convemEnt locatk,”-.
Convenientlw, priced with
financing to
owner
qualified buyer. Features 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living room, plus dry
basement. Bring the kids to
enjoy the large backyard.
Lots of storage rooms plus
garage. Call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates today, 753-7724. •-•
Established business, good
location, limited low interest financing available.
Consider trade for real
estate. Call 753-4109.

Appraisels - CouncUing Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7S3-9894
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
2 tract with 3
/
have it! A 11
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low interest rate. Let us
show you a great investment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the SM's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta- lobs, Rtaltors, 7531492.

Punkas & Thermos,
hisersame &
Real istele
Seethside C1111111 S.
Manley, Keetsishy
7534451.

I

STROUT
.REALTY

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
ornmt SAYS $1111

il - mu
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

MINI-FARM
10 level acres,
mostly tendable, on
blacktop N.E. of
Murray. Well-constructed one-owner 2
B.R. home, electric
eek draperies
range, air conditioner included.
Also wood space
heater for economy.
Large garage and
implement shed,
stock barn,grain bin,
well house, additional buildings.
900' highway fron
tage. New on th
market at onl
$49,900.00.
ON STATE
LINE RD.
OFF 121 SOUTH
A 300 acre farm on
black top that is wellsuited for a cattle
operation. There are
we large grazing
ields (20-60 acres in
each). Each filed has
pond and fencing.
pproximately 75
cres is tllable.
er will consider
inancing. The
property is also wellsuited for a subdivision.

753-8080

225 Acre farm located on
blacktop road east of new
Concord. Bottom land -(now
in wheat), some timber,
creek. Priced less than
$425/acre. Owner financing available at 10% interest. We have a
reasonably priced small
farm near the lake. A 30
acre parcel with a large
pond, good building site
with well. This is priced for
quick sale. We have several
5 to 15 acre parcels near
of
-Nen, pagr ). These'
have tool' building' sites:
are located on all weather
roads. Owner will trade or
will finance purchase. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.

3 bedroom brick, 518
Brood St. Fireplace insert stays with house,
natural gas heat, very
nice lot and more.
Shroat-Waldrop Real
Estate, 759-1707.

%rootWaldrop
Real Estate
Dude leN Center 75147117

THE BEST THINGS COME IN
SMALL PACKAGES. Sm411
price, big value! In town. 2
bedroom. $18,500. South
of town, remodeled, 2
bedroom, $21.300. East of
town, 3 bedroom with
acreage, $17,100. Near
lake, 3 bedroom with 1
ace $13,500. Look the

IA

RIM (STATE
E

N

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the illusin of a private
"estate" within the city
limits. From the entry hall.
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage in every corner. On the second floor,
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace. This
home has the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.
75 Acre Farm SE of
Murray. Good 3
house.
bedroom
Property fenced and
40 acres tendable.
A "Cheapie" but a
good buy. Remodeled
small home with Ws
acre lot on Highway 94
East.

MorrerCollowey
Ceenty Realty
(502)7534146
304N. 12*59,
Nkorrey, Ky.12071
Rey A. Remes-irekee

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.

Plaining business for sale.
1960 Ford 2-ton cab over
dump truck, uni-load with
forks and bucket; 20"
Power Mack plainer less
than a year old with phase
converter cable of hardly 30
hours power. Also etc.
package deal. $15,500. Call
901-642-8171 anytime.

App4 Mon.46. Ii a.m. to 1 pie.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity

Best Method Yet For
Tree Insects7Nutrition
Diseases

Stop Tree Damaging Insects Before
They Stop Your Shade Trees
'

Call 753-3914
Kelly's Termite
and
Pest Control

49. Used Car
Transpertattea Pivot
1172 model Continental, 4 door,
23,000 Wks, new
tiros, $1200.
HATCHER
AUTO SALES
753-4961 .
1969 Chrysler Newport
Custom 4-door sedan.
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioned.
$450. 1-527-9700 after 1
PM

1972 Camero, custom
paint, 350 engine, sharp, in
good condition. 1973
Plymouth Roadrunner. 318

Car top canoe, ideal for
pond and watershed lakes
Call 753-4378
Outboard 75 hp Evinrude
with controls and fuel tank
Excellent condition Call
474-2266
14' Semi-V stainless steel
fishing boat and heavy duty
trailer. $300 489-2440
1978 Somerset. 171 2 ft
with 150 hp Evinrude
motor. Many extras and
trailer with chrome mag
wheels More information
contact Greg McReynolds,
753-541 .
2' Speedliner, 50 hp
/
.141
" Johnson motor. power tilt
and trim, trailer included.
bccellent condition. 7591252

r.

53. Services Offerer

SECLUDED
SEWING
A-Frame home on
lovely wooded,
ot, Kenwaterfr
esidentucky
a and
tial
price reasona
$36,000. Contact Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
MOBILE HOME
ON 5 ACRES
1900 Two bedroom
mobile home on five
scenic acres only
minutes from town.
Property has large
pond, partially wooded with pasture
suitable for horses.
Low NO's. Contact
any member of the
Kopperud Realty
"Home Team" by
phoOing 753-1222.

ate' to
VP*1-38/
For sale or trade for truck,
1974 Cutlass Supreme, full
set of rocket mags. burgandy with half white vinyl top,
in good condition. Call 7535612 after 4 pm or anytime
weekends.
1979 Ford van, customized,
loaded with extras, locally
owned, 25,000 miles, real
LAKE
sharp! Call days 753-5341
FRONTAGE
nights 753-8766
Over 100' of lake
conwith
For sale: 1973 Chevelle,
frontage
highest offer takes. Call
crete sea wall and
753-5573.
boat dock fronting on
Kentucky Lake. Pro1_97.6 - _Ford - Torroo.- power
perty" also has very
steering and brakes, aircomfortable mobile
conditioned, AM-FM 8-track
home and large constereo, like new steel belted
crete block building
radials. low mileage, clean
formerly used as a
and sound. Call after*5 pm,
restaurant. Priced to
753-1471.
sell - Mid $30's. Con1979 Grand Prix U, triple
tact Kopperud Realblack lots of extras Call
ty, 753-1222 for full
753-2810
time Real Estate
'1970 Nova, fair condition,
Service.
$150 Call 753-6743
1971 Pontiac Catalina, 4LOOKING FOR
door, new tires, new brakes,
AN INVESTMENT?
automatic power steering,
room
10
this
Try
air, A-1 shape, like new,
older home on a
$1500. No rust. Call 492large corner lot,
between 7 and S.
8248
otrAd be an excellent
1974 Pinto, completely
buy for someone that
engine, new
own
overhauled
their
can do
tires, great gas mileage,
remodeling. Zoned
90,000 miles. $1500. Call
R-3 and priced at
759-4407.
Kopthrough
$16,000
perud Realty, 711
1973 Pontiac Catalina,
Main.
$750, in good condition
753-7981
Sale
For
44. WS
1974 VW Dasher station1500 cc, yellow, exwagon,
Panorama Shores overlookcondition, AM-FM.
cellent
septic
and
Water
lake.
ing
tank in. $6750, $750 down 5400 miles. Call 759-4675.
owner finance balance at
10%. Call 753-5405.
1981 Pontiac Grand
45. Farms For Sale
Prix, Driver's Ed car.
Three bedroom brick and
Special pries!
40 acres, 10 miles west of
Murray. Call 435-4276.

46. Homes For Sale

PURDOM

By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
bedroom brick, large den,
built-in kitchen, combination living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
Brick house, 2 years old, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, formal
dining room, large den, 2
car_ garage with concrete
drive, large patio with cedar
fence. House has many ex
tras. See at 1809 Wiswell
Road or call 753-5287 or
753-0839 or 436-2935.
Country-City home with
greenhouse, garden area,
front deck. children's
cabin, mature landscaping,
central air, fireplace, and
gas heat. Spacious rooms 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, huge
2 car
/
walk-in closets, 11
garage. By owner. 7539866.
For sale by owner: 2
bedroom brick duplex, central heat and air, gas heat,
stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup, near
shopping and church. Low
$40's. 753-8631.
House for sale by owner: 2
blocks from University. 2
large bedrooms, large living
room, dining room, kitchen,
utility room, garage attached. With or without furniture and utilties. Save
realty fee now as will be
listed May 1st. Call 7594702.

OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
753-531 5

47. Motorcycles
Honda 1976 550-Four,
10,000 miles, excellent
condition, $1300 firm. 901247-3339 after 5 pm.
1980 Yamaha IT 125,
$725. Call 753-6986 after 5
pm

48. Auto. Services
Four heavy duty life
time shocks, installed, 549 cons
Where)
plete
Economy Tire 8. Ser
vice, 753 8500

Carter
Studio
SOS \lain

Heating, refrigeration, and
Bob's
electrical repair
Service,
Refrigeration
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
Hutching Sales, Route 5
Box 2221 The only factory
authorized dealer for Filter
Queen sales and service in
this area Days 753-6068,
nights 436-2367
Small engine and
mower repair.
S. 641 Shell
S. 12th St.
753-9131 or
759-1504
K & K Stump Remcnal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

South 4th Street
Murray
Auto
Complete
Repair. Free Lobe with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed.
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete .removal and
more. Call BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536.
Professional painting,
paperhanging, paneling.
Commercial or residential.
20 year experience. Free
estimates! 759-1987.
Professional interior and
exterior painting, qualified
references on request 4374432

COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP.
GARDEN
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
chain saws,, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
delivery available. 4892853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
Concrete and block, brick
Basements,
work.
driveways, storm cellars,
porches. 20 years experience. 753-5476.
Complete piano service,
repairing,
tuning,
rebuilding, refinishing. Jimmy Slack, 437-4432.
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything
sport cm' and home
with wood, quality work. stereo repair.
Phone 753-0565.
WORLD OF SOUND
Dale Spencer's portable
222 S. 12th St.
sand blasting and painting.
753-5865
Gall 753-6626 or _753-5198_

1976 Chevrolet Suburban
Scottsdale 20, power
brakes . and steering,
automatic, good Condition.
901-782-3592.
1972 Ford van. Call 4928205
1978 GMC short wheel base
pickup. 6 cylinder, straight
shift, topper, AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage. $3300. Phone
901-247-5439.
1973 International truck.
14' flatbed. $3200. Z-50
Honda, $395. 753-8061.
1979 Jeep CJ-7, white and
blue ,Renegade, low
mileage, one owner. New
tires and wheels, loaded.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0207 after 5 pm.
Surplus Jeeps. Cars, and
Trucks. Available thru
government Agencies. Many
sell under $200. Call 312742-1143, Ext. 2641 for info. on how to purchase.

Frisk or trade'
'72 Chow. Tendons
Damp Track. 753$786 or 7535699

52. Boats and Motors

BEFORE you buy your
next set of tires,
CHECK our prices!
Economy Tire 41, Ser
vice, 753-8500,

Will mow yards 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
Would fse ts, oo 'exterior
rate.
house painting
negonible Calf- ?59-4th"
or 753-6550
Window cleaning 1.3'st ser
Will haul -driveway white vice
saristac.,i,f
rock and Ag lime, also have guaranteed Frei-. estimr•rk
ii_
any type of brown orvif
A
•
".•
pea g , ,ivti Also ur.,
t all Roger Hudson
Aluminum Service Co.,
753-4545 or 753-6763
aluminum and vinyl
Warning' Don't read this siding, custom trim
un'ess yoo re in need of
work, R.eferencLes.
Offfifillry, ier elec. i 'Calf n,.. '101590116
trical wok''IOW or repair.
753-0689.
All guaranteed Call Joe
753-9226
_ for free estimate
nr,e iri
Wet basement? We make 18 'fears exper kit. nen
and
bathrcom
work
dry,
wet basements
.0“, k
brick
completely guarenteed Call work.
rile
or write Morgan Con- fireplaces ceramic ',wig
of
advantage
Take
struction Co.. Route 2. Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001. your home while the craft I.‘
or call Oay of night, 1-442- available Calf lames Fi'a
Hamilton 753-9400
71125.
Will 6 lawn mower, garden YATES ROOFING Shingle
tiller and chain saw repair roofs, new or rerouting, old
Quality work, pickup and roof removed replaced or
delivery available. Call 753- repaired. hot asphalt built
4162 or 753-9952 anytime. up roofs, metal roofs
Int •
Willie's inter 19
roofing All types roof
roll
expainting, 13 years
References furnish
repair.
perience, free estimates.
experience, all
years
18
ed.
Phone before 8 AM or after
Call -The
guaranteed
work
5 PM. 759-1867.
Professionals-, 753-45%
WEST
or 901-642-0158 collect .

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential, Also patching, sealing.
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.

AI'S Super Shell

50. Used Trucks

trailer. $2500. 435-5407.

:5.,"

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
All of your phimbini._and_
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing, and concrete. All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822.
Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates
753-4501.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs.
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.

15 Foot Crosby bass boat
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
motor. May be seen at
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
171
2 Glaspar walk through,
/
80 hp Mercury, built-in gas
tank and bilge pump,

Scott Home & Business Im
provements. Complete
signs
remodeling,
storefronts. decks, yard
work, light hauluig, cemed
work. Free estimates. low
rates. guaranteed work
753-5793

est1 rifa Fe"-

itattees•

Wanted: 69 or 70 400 or
455 Pontiac motor, in good
shape. Also a set of chrome
rtr.gs and tires in good
shape for sale or trade for
good- radial- tires. Call
before 3 pm, 49238897.

1

DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWFree
ING. References
estimates. Call Mike at 7538877.
Experieticed carpenter
remodeling, and additions
other
Will consider
work
miscellaneous
References Call 759-4815
Fence sales_ at Sears now
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.
For all your upholstery
Wayside
needs call
Upholstery Quality work.
reasonable prices. Wide
selection of fabrics to
choose from Call 753-5361
or 753-6488.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call

oir wedding vie
For
can get our napkin.. in-

buy! Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724

753-10911

PROPERTY MANA

Import Auto Salvage parts
and repair. Call 474-2325,

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Wired 53. Services Offered 53,Services Offered

v..,

Three bedroom
home
lake
located in
Lakeway Shores
with a water
canal in back of
lot.
•

48. Auto. Services

KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and
sealing
753 8163

57. Wanted
Need a lady to share P'
penses in nice-trailer 1,?.
759 4571

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollocs for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray KY.
Over 33 years' experience. Home bwned and
operated.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Carrier Quality§ervice
Ii•O•

911

Nesting and Air Conditioning
Modern Sheet Metal
Sides and Service 733-9290 Service Departments

General il•nee
Repair: (erpentery,
c•ncrete w•rk,
plumbing, roofing,
siding, windows and
door installation.
Fre* estimate! No
lob too smell!

Colson
Construction
474-.2359

or
474-2276

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish tk Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
too S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AU Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Nigh?
It 491-8983
Day
753 4150
Loyd A. McClure

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alewives, ead Vinyl
Cestem Mm
work. References.
CeN WIR Ed taloy,
753-0611.

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
Commercial and
Residential landscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

T&D
Landscaping
436-2333

Police
911

HUTCH1NG
SALES
Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Sales a Service•
In This Area
Day 753-6068
Night
436-2367

Radio Cob
Company

Onuers

Taxi Cab
ce
Servi
'Midnight

CUSTOM KITCNEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

6 am.
7 Days A Week

phone
753-5351
or 753-5352

•CISTIM 011111 FIIIIN1211111
•C111111M1111112 anises
CAINNIFTS

753-5940
1212 MAIN
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ske,r:‘

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

A
LIGHTS 9 mg "tar",0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method; LIGHTS 100's: 11 mg.
"tar".0.9 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC.'
7
;

